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Open ocean polynyas (OOPs) in the Southern Ocean are ice-free areas within the winter ice 
pack that are associated with deep convection, potentially contributing to the formation of 
Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). To enhance the credibility of Earth System Models (ESMs), 
their ability to simulate OOPs realistically is thus crucial. Here we investigate OOPs that emerge 
intermittently in a high-resolution (HR) pre-industrial simulation with the Energy Exascale Earth 
System Model (E3SMv0), an offspring of the Community Earth System Model (CESM). While 
low-resolution (LR) simulations with E3SMv0 show no signs of OOP formation, the preindustrial 
E3SMv0-HR simulation produces both small Maud Rise polynyas (MRPs) as well as large 
Weddell Sea polynyas (WSPs). The former is associated with a prominent seamount in the eastern 
Weddell Sea, and their preconditioning and formation is the focus of the first part of this 
dissertation.  
The second part of my dissertation is on the generation of WSPs in the same preindustrial 
E3SMv0-HR simulation. While the formation of MRPs requires HR to simulate the detailed flow 
around Maud Rise, a realistic simulation of WSPs requires the ability of a model to produce MRPs. 
Furthermore, WSP formation will not occur without a prolonged build-up of a heat reservoir at 
depth, and a prolonged period of less negative wind stress curl in association with the core of the 
southern hemisphere westerlies being located at an anomalously northward position.  
The third part of my dissertation discusses the potential effects of AABW anomalies due to 
WSPs on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC). Earlier studies indicate these 
anomalies propagate relatively fast along the deep western boundary in the form of internal 





boundary waves. Since the simulation contains 2 major WSP events that prevail over several years, 
their impact on AABW anomalies along the deep western boundary can readily be traced. 
However, they do not seem to affect the outflow of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) to the 
extent of a noticeable impact on the strength of the AMOC. It is hypothesized that this is because 
of the eddy-resolving capability of E3SMv0-HR, and HR in general leading to a more confined 
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 Polynyas are large ice-free areas along a coast or in the midst of the winter sea ice pack, 
and are found both in the north and south polar oceans (Morales Maqueda 2004). Coastal polynyas, 
also called latent heat polynyas, form when katabatic winds blowing off Antarctica push newly 
formed sea ice away from the coast, thereby continuously creating an area of ice-free ocean that is 
subject to extreme heat loss to the atmosphere. Open ocean polynyas, also called sensible heat 
polynyas, form far from the coast amidst the winter sea ice pack. They are generally observed in 
conjunction with deep convective overturning events in the ocean that lead to direct interaction 
between mid-depth and surface ocean waters, and are also characterized by a strong positive ocean 
to atmosphere heat flux. In this study, we focus on open ocean polynyas that occur in the Weddell 
Sea. We use the term “Weddell Sea Polynya” (WSP) to describe a large open ocean polynya in the 
central Weddell Sea and the term “Maud Rise Polynya” (MRP) to describe a small open ocean 
polynya that occurs over and around the Maud Rise seamount in the eastern Weddell Sea (Gordon 
1978; Martinson, Killworth, and Gordon 1981; Gordon and Huber 1990). MRPs have been 
observed as recently as in the austral winter of 2017 (Fig. 1a). 
1.1 Weddell Sea water masses and Open Ocean Polynyas  
Physical processes in the Weddell Sea are important for the global ocean overturning 
circulation through their potential impact on the formation of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) 
(Deacon 1963). It is therefore useful to describe the general circulation and define the different 
water masses in the Weddell Sea referenced throughout this dissertation. The Weddell Gyre is a 
zonally elongated cyclonic gyre with a double cell circulation pattern that extends eastward to 
30°E and is bound by the Antarctic coast in the south, the Antarctic Peninsula in the west, and the 





Scotia Ridge in the north (Carmack and Foster 1975; Orsi, Nowlin JR, and Whitworth 1993; 
Schröder and Fahrbach 1999; Fahrbach et al. 2011). A westward return flow is located at 6°E 
between 62°S and 67°S and another westward return flow is located at 65°S between 35°E and 
40°E (Schröder and Fahrbach 1999). 
 
Figure 1: (a) Satellite derived (Maslanik and Stroeve 1999) and (b) simulated sea ice concentration 
during the month of October (observation year 2017; model year 33, respectively) over the 
Southern Ocean. The dark blue region surrounded by sea ice is the Maud Rise Polynya (MRP). 
The location of the seamount peak is at 2.5°E, 65°S. 
  
A characteristic water mass of the Weddell Sea is the Weddell Deep Water (Gordon and 
Huber 1990) or Warm Deep Water (WDW) (Fahrbach et al. 2011). It fills most of the subsurface 
Weddell Sea from 200 to 1500 m and exhibits a temperature maximum at about 500 m, with a 
characteristic potential temperature between 0 and 0.8°C and salinity between 34.64 and 34.72 psu 
(Foster and Carmack 1976; Gordon 1982; Gordon and Huber 1990). This water mass is fed by the 
Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW), which diverges from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), 
flows south and then westward into the central Weddell Sea following the eastern limb of the 





WDW lie two other water masses: the Weddell Sea Deep Water (WSDW) with a characteristic 
potential temperature between -0.6 and 0°C and salinity between 34.63 and 34.7 psu, and the 
Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW), which is denser than WSDW mainly due to potential 
temperatures lower than -0.6°C. WSBW constitutes an important component of AABW (Orsi, 
Nowlin JR, and Whitworth 1993). Another water mass that fills the upper 100-150 m in the eastern 
Weddell Sea is the Antarctic Surface Water (ASW) (Martinson 1990). 
During the austral winters of 1974-1976, a large and persistent open ocean polynya was 
detected in the Weddell Sea by the first operational satellite passive microwave radiometer (Zwally 
et al. 1983). This WSP at its biggest had an ice-free area of about 250,000 km2  (Gordon, Visbeck, 
and Comiso 2007), roughly the size of the United Kingdom. Prior to the WSP of 1974-1976, MRPs 
were observed during part of 1973 (June, October) and 1974 (June, July, and August). The Maud 
Rise seamount has a diameter of about 200 km and extends from the surrounding deep ocean floor 
at 5000 m depth up to a depth of 1700 m at 2.5°E, 65°S. In the winters of 1974-75, the MRP 
extended westward into the central Weddell Sea, thus initiating a WSP. Deep water cooling by 
more than 0.4°C was observed in the WSP, implying deep convection that introduced cold and 
fresh surface winter water into WDW and WSDW in the 200-2700 m depth range (Martinson, 
Killworth, and Gordon 1981). In particular, Gordon (1981) found that the WSDW became 
significantly fresher and colder in the post-polynya years (1976-1978) when compared to the pre-
polynya year (1973). This requires full-scale open-ocean deep convection and a significant transfer 
of heat from the ocean into the atmosphere. 
Early idealized model studies investigated possible processes responsible for this deep 
convection. Martinson et al. (1981), for example, concluded that convection was initiated by static 





rejection. More recent studies based on numerical simulations with sea-ice–ocean models revealed 
a more complex dynamical picture. Using a low-resolution (1° horizontal resolution) version of 
such model together with interannual atmospheric forcing, Hirabara et al. (2012) were able to 
simulate an open ocean polynya in the eastern Weddell Sea (Hirabara et al. 2012). They found that 
common factors essential for a MRP to form are: (1) increased potential instability, (2) high surface 
salinity and (3) a cyclonic wind stress anomaly near Maud Rise. They suggested that air-sea 
interactions should be simulated using fully coupled atmosphere–ice–ocean general circulation 
models (GCMs) to reproduce the open ocean polynya formation processes more realistically. Such 
comprehensive models are nowadays mostly referred to as Earth System Models (ESMs). 
Cheon et al. (2015) simulated a WSP using a low-resolution version of the GFDL sea-ice–
ocean model forced by atmospheric reanalysis winds. They found that an anomalously strong 
negative wind stress curl over the Weddell Sea intensifies the cyclonic Weddell Gyre causing the 
warm and salty WDW to upwell, thereby triggering a WSP. Cheon et al. (2014) attributed the 
transition to a more negative wind stress curl to the recovery of the Southern Annular Mode (SAM) 
index from a prolonged negative phase to more positive values. Furthermore, a prolonged negative 
phase of SAM and a strong La-Niña were found to induce drier and colder surface conditions, and 
thus more sea ice formation and brine rejection, both of which increase the sea surface salinity, 
potentially triggering deep convection (Gordon, Visbeck, and Comiso 2007). 
To summarize, three main processes have been identified to precondition and sustain 
convection in the WSP region: (1) heat content of the WDW, which provides a heat reservoir at 
depth (Lindsay et al. 2008; Martin, Park, and Latif 2013; Cheon et al. 2015); (2) strong negative 





upwelling of WDW (Cheon et al. 2015); and (3) increase in surface salinity, which destabilizes 
the upper ocean and increases the upward flux of WDW (Gordon 2014; de Lavergne et al. 2014). 
The low-resolution model studies described above focused on WSPs since they could not 
fully resolve the circulation and bathymetry around the Maud Rise seamount. Yet, MRPs are 
observed as precursors to the WSPs in the 1970’s. Therefore, separate model studies, more or less 
idealized but all at resolutions higher than 15 km, have set about investigating MRP formation 
processes somewhat independently from those responsible for WSPs.  
1.2 Overview of Maud Rise Polynyas 
Holland (2001) used an idealized model to show that oceanic eddies shedding at Maud Rise 
provide the necessary upward heat flux from the WDW to the upper mixed layer to form MRPs. 
The study demonstrated that cyclonic eddies can lead to a reduction of ice concentration at the 
northern flank of Maud Rise due to the associated ice-ocean stress leading to ice divergence 
(Holland 2001). Other studies (Ou 1991; Alverson and Owens 1996; Beckmann et al. 2001) 
focused on the impact that a Taylor column forming over Maud Rise may have on localized 
convection around Maud Rise. 
The Taylor Proudman theorem states that in a homogeneous fluid under the condition of 
slow, steady, and inviscid flow, the horizontal component of velocity cannot vary with depth 
(Proudman 1916; Taylor 1923). In the ideal settings of a laboratory, a Taylor column appears as a 
stagnant cylinder recirculating over an obstacle in a rotating flow. This means that variations in 
bottom topography can influence oceanic flows even at the surface depending on the height of the 
Taylor column and on the ambient stratification. In the eastern Weddell Sea, where Maud Rise 
lies, the stratification is very weak, the oceanic flows are characterized by small Rossby numbers, 





the Maud Rise region can theoretically support a weak Taylor column (Hogg 1973; Chapman and 
Haidvogel 1992). The Maud Rise seamount rises from the surrounding sea floor by more than half 
of the surrounding water depth. Its “scaled bump height” (defined as the ratio of the seamount 
height to the surrounding ocean depth) (Meredith et al. 2015) is well capable of influencing oceanic 
flow above it. Alverson and Owens (1996) looked at the effect of flow impinging on a Gaussian 
seamount in a stratified domain, and found that it created a Taylor cap. A Taylor cap is similar to 
a Taylor column except that it does not necessarily form a column but instead shows a doming of 
water properties over the seamount, thus forming an envelope where fluid remains trapped. Prior 
to the formation of a steady state Taylor cap, anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies are generated as 
water columns are squeezed upstream and stretched downstream of the seamount. These eddies 
co-rotate about the seamount, until the cyclonic eddy is shed downstream while the anticyclonic 
eddy remains trapped over the seamount. If the Taylor cap is tall enough to reach the surface mixed 
layer (or, alternatively, if the mixed layer is deep enough to tap into the Taylor cap underneath), 
full water column convection can be triggered. The surface mixed layer is much colder (and 
fresher) than the water trapped in the Taylor cap due to its exposure to the cold atmosphere. 
Convection over the seamount is significantly enhanced when the seamount is more pronounced 
(steeper flanks) and/or when stratification over the seamount is weaker (Alverson and Owens 
1996). Based on real-world parameters of bathymetry, stratification, and impinging currents 
around Maud Rise, this region is predestined for Taylor columns or caps to form and to prevail 
over extended periods of time (Meredith et al. 2015). 
Only in recent years have advances in high-performance computing platforms allowed 
coupled climate models to perform centennial time-scale simulations with a high, ocean eddy-





GDFL high-resolution climate model configuration with pre-industrial CO2 conditions is indeed 
able to produce WSPs. The WSPs in these simulations were preceded by MRPs. The study focused 
on the model processes and parameterizations that control the stratification in the central Weddell 
Sea, their impact on the accumulation of the subsurface heat reservoir (WDW), and thus on the 
preconditioning of WSPs (Dufour et al. 2017). 
The most recently observed MRP is clearly visible in the monthly mean ice concentration for 
October 2017 (Fig.1a). As explained in Kurtakoti et al. (2018), the formation of MRPs in Earth 
System Models (ESMs) requires a detailed representation of the bathymetry, in this case in form 
of a steep and high enough Maud Rise seamount (and Astrid Ridge to the east of Maud Rise) for 
tall enough Taylor columns to form to affect the mixed layer and circulation around Maud Rise 
(e.g., Meredith et al., 2015). The associated dynamics lead to a doming of isopycnals over Maud 
Rise, a ring or crescent of anomalously warm and salty Weddell Deep Water around Maud Rise, 
a halo of lower sea-ice concentration and of positive ice-drift vorticity along the north-western 
flank of Maud Rise, as well as an anti-cyclonic outer circulation, and a cyclonic inner circulation 
around Maud Rise, all of which are supported by observational and theoretical studies of MRPs 
(Gordon and Huber 1990; Bersch et al. 1992; Alverson and Owens 1996; Muench et al. 2001; 
Holland 2001; de Steur, Holland, Muench, and Mcphee 2007). 
1.3 Overview of Weddell Sea Polynyas and their impact on deep water masses 
In the late 70’s, two observational cruises were carried out in the Weddell Sea after Gordon 
(1978) detected a deep-penetrating cold core cyclonic eddy in February 1977 extending down to 
4000m within the Weddell Gyre. Within the eddy, the water was relatively cold and fresh, with no 
stratification indicating penetration of bottom water to the surface (Carmack 1986). Gordon (1978) 





(1981) developed an idealized convective model for the WSP in which the sequence of a 
preconditioned area in the ocean, surface cooling, and sea ice formation can lead to static instability 
that can further lead to deep convection. In early winter, once convection was triggered, the warm 
and salty WDW helped maintain the WSP by melting the sea ice or prohibiting its formation in 
the winter. From the monthly winter sea ice concentration around the WSP of the 1970's it can be 
inferred that sea ice forms around an area of warm surface water (Martinson, Killworth, and 
Gordon 1981).  
The preconditioning and formation of WSPs have been studied extensively since they were 
first detected in satellite passive-microwave images in the mid 1970s (Carsey 1980; Martinson, 
Killworth, and Gordon 1981; Gordon 1982; Zwally et al. 1983). It seems that almost 40 years 
down the road we are now able to simulate the sequence of features that lead up to WSPs in global 
ESMs. The importance of being able to capture the processes that trigger WSPs in ESMs lies in 
the fact that the associated mode of large-scale open-ocean convection gives rise to a large extra 
amount of AABW formation (Martinson 1990), which potentially affects the Atlantic meridional 
overturning circulation (AMOC) by modifying the flow of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) 
across 30ºS (Stössel and Kim 2001; Swingedouw et al. 2009; Hirabara et al. 2012; Martin, Park, 
and Latif 2013; Patara and Böning 2014; Zanowski, Hallberg, and Sarmiento 2015). 
Here we investigate the reasons for the intermittent occurrence of MRPs and WSPs in a 131 
year-long preindustrial simulation with the high-resolution (HR) Exascale Energy Earth System 
Model (E3SMv0-HR). All of the simulated WSPs in E3SMv0-HR are preceded by MRPs, 
suggesting that MRPs are a prerequisite for the occurrence of WSPs. This is in line with what has 
been observed in the 1970s. Gordon and Huber (1991), for example, argue that convection 





upon spreading westward with the background flow of the Weddell gyre. They further claim that 
this goes along with a more cyclonic wind stress curl that spins up the Weddell gyre, which in turn 
leads to a shallower pycnocline that favors open-ocean convection. 
While forced ice-ocean general circulation models (GCMs) or coupled ESMs with low 
resolution (LR) ocean components would not be able to resolve the circulation around Maud Rise 
with sufficient detail to produce realistic Taylor columns/caps, most LR ocean models nevertheless 
simulate WSPs, either permanently (de Lavergne et al. 2014; Stössel et al. 2015) or intermittently 
(Hirabara et al. 2012; Martin, Park, and Latif 2013; Cheon et al. 2014). During pre-industrial times 
when the precipitation-rich westerlies were located more equatorward and drier conditions than 
today prevailed over the Weddell Sea, WSPs could potentially occur fairly regularly at inter-
decadal intervals. In some studies it has been argued that WSPs have not been seen since the 1970s 
because of the southward shift of the westerlies in association with the anthropogenic increase of 
atmospheric CO2 (Toggweiler and Russell 2008; Gordon 2014). Based on an analysis of a subset 
of LR-ESM simulations out of the suite of the 5th IPCC assessment report’s Coupled Model 
Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5), de Lavergne et al. (2014) argue that this transition is best 
captured in so-called “convecting models”, i.e. ESMs that feature WSPs during preindustrial 
conditions. 
Several recent modeling studies have quantified the different effects of convective events in 
the Weddell Sea on the ocean, atmosphere and sea ice. Cabré et al., 2017 using a 1000 year-long 
run of a low resolution coupled ocean-atmosphere Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory 
(GFDL) model showed that WSPs are associated with an increase in SST in the southern 
hemisphere. Zhang et al., 2019 show that the absence of WSPs since the late 1970s can explain 





et al., 2015 showed that WSPs can have an effect on the strength of the AMOC, primarily through 
the advance/retreat of AABW in the deep ocean also known as the Bipolar Ocean Seesaw effect. 
It is defined as the seesaw effect wherein the increase in the formation of deep water in the polar 
oceans of one hemisphere is followed by a decrease in the formation of deep water in the polar 
oceans of the opposite hemisphere, i.e., an increase in AABW formation will be affiliated with a 
decrease in the NADW formation. These deep water anomalies propagate at both fast (interannual 
to decadal) and slow (decadal to centennial) timescales (Zanowski and Hallberg 2017). Large scale 
oceanic waves propagate the deep water anomalies rapidly while advection works on much longer 
timescales (Zanowski and Hallberg 2017; Swingedouw et al. 2009). 
1.4 Research Motivation and Questions 
The E3SMv0-HR simulation provides a unique opportunity to study the impact of small scale 
processes that need high spatial resolution on the large scale ocean and atmospheric circulation in 
the Weddell Sea. The small scale processes that play an important role in the Weddell Sea include 
coherent baroclinic eddies over Maud Rise, Taylor caps over tall bathymetric features in the 
eastern Weddell Sea and realistic open ocean convection in the Weddell Sea.  
In analyzing the preconditioning and formation mechanisms of MRPs and WSPs in the 
E3SMv0-HR simulation, this dissertation primarily addresses the following questions: 
a) Does the resolution of bathymetry affect Taylor cap formation over the Maud Rise-Astrid 
Ridge complex? (Chapter 3) 
b) Is the convection over Maud Rise dependent on the presence of a Taylor cap over Maud 





c) What are the mechanisms explaining the westward spreading/propagation of the 
convective events over the Maud Rise-Astrid Ridge complex (MRP) into the central 
Weddell Sea (WSP)?  (Chapter 4) 
d) Why don’t all MRPs develop into WSPs? (Chapter 4) 
This dissertation is organized as follows: the E3SM model, the E3SMv0-HR simulation, its 
evaluation against observations as well as the analysis strategy are described in Chapter 2. Chapter 
3 describes the preconditioning and formation mechanisms of MRPs; this part of my dissertation 
has been published (Kurtakoti et al. 2018). Chapter 4 focusses on the generation and impact of 
WSPs in the same fully-coupled preindustrial ESM simulation, while Chapter 5 discusses the 
potential effects of AABW anomalies due to WSPs on the AMOC. Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes 


























2. MODEL DESCRIPTION, EVALUATION, AND ANALYSIS STRATEGY* 
 
E3SMv0-HR is a high-resolution fully-coupled ESM based on the Community Earth System 
Model (CESM) (Hurrell et al. 2013). The atmosphere component is the Community Atmosphere 
Model version 5 with the Spectral Element dynamical core (CAM5-SE) (Dennis et al. 2011), the 
land component is the Community Land Model version 4.5 (CLM4.5) (Lawrence et al. 2011), the 
ocean component consists of the Parallel Ocean Program version 2 (POP2) model (Smith et al. 
2010), and the sea-ice component is the Community Ice Code version 4 (CICE4) model (Hunke 
and Lipscomb 2008). The atmosphere and land model components have a nominal 0.25° horizontal 
resolution. The ocean and sea-ice models feature a tri-polar grid with a nominal 0.1° horizontal 
resolution and 42 vertical levels (vertical resolution varies between 10 m at the surface and 250 m 
near the bottom). This configuration is similar to that of the high-resolution model simulation 
described in Small et al. (2014), except that the latter is forced with present-day atmosphere 
conditions (Small et al. 2014) while E3SMv0-HR is forced with fixed pre-industrial atmospheric 
CO2 levels. Parameterizations in the ocean component of E3SMv0-HR include the K-profile 
boundary layer scheme (Large, Mcwilliams, and Doney 1994) to represent unresolved vertical 
mixing in the upper ocean, and a biharmonic scheme for subgrid-scale horizontal mixing of 
momentum and tracers, while parameterizations for tidal mixing, dense water overflows, and 
(sub)mesoscale eddy transport of tracers have been deactivated. It should be emphasized here that 
E3SMv0-HR was a computationally expensive, multi-institutionally designed experiment. Its 
specific configuration thus reflects this multiple stake-holders’ community effort. 
The simulation was run for 131 years; its POP/CICE components were initialized from a 
short forced simulation (which started from rest/climatology), and its CAM/CLM components 





were initialized from a standard Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) run. In 
addition to E3SMv0-HR, we refer to a similarly configured simulation with pre-industrial 
conditions, but with a standard 1° horizontal resolution in all model components (ocean, sea-ice, 
atmosphere and land components), hereafter referred to as E3SMv0-LR. 
The E3SMv0-HR simulation and its main results are described in McClean et al. 2019, which 
is an initialization study using an ensemble of high-resolution fully-coupled transient simulations 
that have been initialized from different states of E3SMv0-HR and from different states of a forced 
POP/CICE simulation. The paper shows that the top of the atmosphere energy budget in E3SMv0-
HR comes into balance after simulation year 70, oscillating about a mean value of 0.26 W/m2 
(within ±0.5 W/m2) until the end of the run. The globally averaged ocean heat content follows a 
similar trend, with heat mostly being stored in the upper 700 m during the first 70-80 years, while 
later being redistributed at intermediate and deeper depths, and reaching near-equilibrium at all 
depths in the last 30 years of the simulation. The AMOC stabilized after about 50 years. In terms 
of sea ice, the simulation reproduces the Arctic ice area in winter well, but underestimates the 
northern hemisphere ice extent in summer, especially for pre-industrial conditions, thus leading to 
an overall underrepresentation of Arctic sea-ice volume.  
On the other hand, the seasonal cycle of Antarctic sea-ice extent and volume are generally 
well represented. Spatial maps of monthly climatology of sea ice thickness and sea ice 
concentration (contours) are shown in Fig. 2, together with satellite-derived ice extent. The impact 
of the open ocean polynyas on mean sea-ice thickness can clearly be seen during winter (July-
October). Sea-ice thickness is lower over the Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge complex than in the 







Figure 2: Simulated monthly climatology of sea ice thickness (color shading) and concentration 
(white contour lines) over the Weddell Sea. The climatologies are calculated over years 20-127. 
The yellow contour is the 15% sea ice concentration line (ice extent) observed (satellite passive 
microwave) climatology over years 1978-2018. The white contour lines each represent 15% and 
65% model sea ice concentration. The black contours represent the bathymetry.  
 
Evidence for coastal polynyas, in particular along the Ronne ice shelf in the western 
Weddell Sea, exist all year round as indicated by lower ice thickness. Since coastal polynyas are 
often short-lived and may disappear within a few days (Markus, Kottmeier, and Fahrbach 1998), 
they emerge in monthly averages only as lower ice thickness. The coastal polynyas are seen clearly 





remain open for days-weeks and thus the monthly sea ice average does not represent their presence 
well. Coastal polynyas are highly sensitive to the wind forcing (Stössel, Zhang, and Vihma 2011) 
and resolution of the model. 
An evaluation of the model net transport of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current across the 
Drake Passage is useful since a main focus of our study is the Weddell Sea. While previous 
estimates of net transport across the Drake Passage have been ~134 Sv (Cunningham et al. 2004; 
Mazloff, Heimbach, and Wunsch 2010), newer estimates suggest that it can be as high as 173 Sv 
(Donohue et al. 2016). In E3SMv0-HR, the mean transport through the Drake Passage over the 
first 40 years is 136 Sv, with the remainder of the simulation averaging out to 123 Sv (Fig. 3). 
Small et al. (2014) show the Drake Passage transport being lower in their HR CESM simulation 
compared to a corresponding LR CESM simulation (Small et al. 2014), which is apparently related 
to the difference in the  position and strength of the Southern Hemisphere westerlies in their two 
coupled simulations. E3SMv0-HR showing a lower ACC strength than their HR CESM simulation 
is likely due to the fact that the E3SMv0-HR is run under preindustrial conditions when the 
southern hemisphere westerlies were weaker and located more equatorward (Toggweiler and 
Russell 2008).    
The Weddell gyre is known for its double cell structure (Timmermann 2002; Fahrbach et 
al. 2011). The circulation pattern of the eastern Weddell gyre is particularly important for this 
study since it affects the stratification of the upper ocean, upstream of the Maud Rise – Astrid 
Ridge complex. The northern boundary of the central and eastern Weddell Gyre is determined by 








Figure 3: Monthly-mean transport of the ACC across the Drake Passage in the E3SMv0-HR 
simulation. 
 
Figure 4: Bathymetry of Weddell Sea and surroundings (colorbar: depths (m)) in E3SMv0-HR 
with contours of the barotropic volume transport stream function climatology showing the Weddell 
Gyre circulation. The contours (increments every 10 Sv) indicate the zonal and meridional extent 






To the west, the meridional boundary of the central Weddell Gyre is determined by the 
Antarctic peninsula. To the east, the meridional boundary of the central Weddell Gyre is just east 
of the Greenwich Meridian, and that of the eastern Weddell gyre cell is  ~30°E (Orsi, Nowlin JR, 
and Whitworth 1993). The structure of the eastern Weddell gyre is mainly determined by the wind 
field, ocean stratification and subtle bathymetric features (Schröder and Fahrbach 1999). 
According to observations, the eastern Weddell gyre transitions from flowing eastward to 
westward at ~65°S and between 35°E-40°E (Schröder and Fahrbach 1999). At that point, the 
southern limb of the eastern Weddell gyre turns and flows westward towards Maud Rise (~3°E, 
65°S). Fig. 4 shows the Weddell gyre by means of the barotropic volume transport stream function 
averaged over year 50-127 of the E3SMv0-HR simulation. It compares well with observations, 
clearly revealing the characteristic double cell structure, and the intricate pattern in the eastern cell 
(Fahrbach et al. 2011). While LR simulations are able to reproduce the double cell structure, they 
do not capture the intricate noisiness of the eastern cell (Timmermann 2002). 
Meridional cross sections of temperature and salinity along the 0° and 35°E lines for the 
September month climatology (with climatologies computed over years 50-127) are used to 
visualize the simulated double cell structure of the Weddell gyre (Figs. 5 and 6). These cross 
sections are compared to observations based on hydrographic data collected from 1989–1996 
(Schröder and Fahrbach 1999; their Figs. 4 and 5). The meridional cross section along the 
Greenwich meridian (Fig. 5) shows the cold and relatively fresh water below ~2000 m depth 
doming upward between 57°S-63°S, similarly to the observations. This water mass fills the bottom 
of the basin up to ~69°S in the south and ~55°S in the north. At intermediate depths of 200 - 2000 





water mass is the WDW at the southern rim of the gyre, and the CDW transitioning into WDW at 
the northern rim of the gyre (Orsi, Nowlin JR, and Whitworth 1993; Fahrbach et al. 2011).   
The meridional cross section along 35°E (Fig. 6) reflects the eastern cell of the Weddell gyre. 
The observations for this region end at 65°S, so we can only compare the structure north of 65°S. 
There is no strong doming of the cold and fresh bottom water mass as seen along the Greenwich 
meridian (Fig. 5).  The isotherms primarily rise toward the continental slope with a weak dome 
between 64°S-66°S.  The main difference between Figs. 5 and 6 is in the temperature and salinity  
values between 200–2000 m, in that this subsurface water mass is significantly warmer and saltier 
along 35°E than along the 0° longitude. Along both longitudes, the simulation reproduces the 
observed temperature and salinity structure reasonably well. 
Figs. 7 and 8 show comparisons between simulated and Southern Ocean State Estimate (SOSE) 
salinity and temperature at the surface and 500 m depth, for the climatological months of February 
(Fig. 7) and September (Fig. 8). The SOSE reanalysis data is generated from an ocean model that 
assimilates observations during 2005-2006 (Mazloff, Heimbach, and Wunsch 2010). While 
similarities can readily be identified, one should note that the E3SMv0-HR simulation has been 
run under preindustrial conditions, while SOSE represents in essence present-day conditions. Both 
in February and in September, the surface salinities of both products are comparable, but the 
surface temperatures are not. The surface temperature in the E3SMv0-HR simulation is much 
warmer in February, and slightly warmer in August. The latter could be attributed to the presence 
of large open ocean polynyas and a more dynamic sea-ice cover in the model. The subsurface 
ocean at 500 m depth in the eastern Weddell Sea is warmer and saltier in E3SMv0-HR than in 
SOSE, which indicates a more vigorous infusion of CDW into the Weddell gyre in the former, 





(about 60 Sv; Fig. 4). On the other hand, the subsurface ocean in the central Weddell Sea is much 
cooler in E3SMv0-HR than in SOSE, consistent with a more pronounced doming of colder and 
fresher WSDW in a stronger gyre (see Fig. 5). 
The emergence of open ocean polynyas in the Southern Ocean encouraged us to investigate 
the possible reasons for their occurrence. Animations of monthly sea ice concentration over the 
entire length of the E3SMv0-HR simulation indicate that open ocean polynyas form intermittently 
throughout the simulation, exhibiting geographical extents, timing (July through October) and 
locations (in the central and eastern Weddell Sea) that are very similar to satellite observations,  
available since 1973. Only two periods, years 55-62 and 105-115 show a large ice-free embayment 
in the central Weddell Sea in winter. Such have not been observed since the beginning of the 
satellite record. In contrast to E3SMv0-HR, no open ocean polynyas form in E3SMv0-LR, and 
neither in any LR CESM simulation performed in the past. 
The first long lasting (i.e. occurring for more than one winter season) MRP forms in the austral 
winter (July-August-September-October or JASO) of simulation year 24, re-emerging sporadically 
and sometimes for several years in a row thereafter. The first MRP occurs east of Maud Rise (at 
~15°E), slowly expanding westward over Maud Rise and slightly beyond during years 25 and 26, 
and finally becoming a small WSP in year 27. This pattern is seen before every initiation of a WSP 
and of an embayment, suggesting that MRPs are a precursor for WSPs, similarly to what was 






Figure 5: September climatology of simulated a) temperature and b) salinity in the central Weddell 












In Chapter 3, we focus on six MRP initiation events, i.e. polynya events that start from a condition 
of no MRP. Since MRPs seem to originate east of Maud Rise, we extend our definition of MRPs 
to long lasting open ocean polynyas occurring within the wider region between Astrid Ridge and 
Maud Rise (see bathymetry in Figs. 4 and 9). Astrid Ridge is another prominent bathymetric 
feature that lies 480 km east of Maud Rise and extends northward from the Antarctic coast to 65°S 
(Fig. 2 in Bergh, 1987). The most prominent peak on the ridge is located at 12.5°E, 65.5°S, 
extending from the seafloor to 2500 m below the sea surface, and is part of Queen Maud Land 
region of Antarctica. Each sequence of the newly defined MRPs starts in JASO of simulation years 
24, 31, 47, 64, 69, and 101, respectively, from here on referred to as “MRP initiation”, or MRP-I 
years. These MRPs then continue to occur for a few years after their respective MRP-I year, but 
we exclude those subsequent years from the analysis of the polynya-state in order to avoid any 
preconditioning effects on the stratification due to the presence of the polynya itself.  
To illustrate the mean polynya extent for each MRP-I year, Fig. 10 presents the JASO average 
of sea ice concentration around Maud Rise and shows the presence of a large quasi ice-free area 
with mean sea-ice concentration lower than 15% and mean sea-ice thickness lower than 0.1 m. In 
order to investigate the potential MRP formation mechanisms, we then study the transition from 
MRP-off to MRP-on conditions by analyzing a composite that consists of the years immediately 
preceding each MRP-I event (years 23, 30, 46, 63, 68, and 101). We refer to these years as “MRP 
preceding”, or MRP-P years. Finally, years that show no sign of MRP or WSP formation, are from 
here on referred to as “no MRP”, or MRP-N years. In addition to comparing mean fields over the 
composites described above, we also consider anomaly fields with the purpose of better 
characterizing anomalous properties when transitioning from MRP-P to MRP-I and MRP-N years. 





years 20-127, i.e. excluding the first 20 years of the simulation when the strongest adjustments 
take place. Since we are in essence looking at inter-annual variability around Maud Rise, we do 
not expect the continuing climate drift of the model (up until year 50) to affect our conclusions. 
In Chapter 4, we focus on the formation of WSPs and their transformation from MRPs. We 
study four independent WSP events that begin as MRPs over the Maud Rise - Astrid Ridge 
complex and spread westward into the Weddell Sea over consecutive years, thereby developing 
into full-scale WSPs. In some years, the WSPs grow into larger “embayments” (EMBs), meaning 
that open water is not totally enclosed by sea ice. These are still included in our analyses and are 
considered as WSP since they form west of Maud Rise. Four of the six MRP-I events studied in 
chapter 3 turn into WSPs. The four years when MRPs transition into WSPs, we refer to as 
“MRP+WSP” years. The years with MRP events that do not develop into WSPs are referred to as 






Figure 7: Comparison of SOSE data (right panels) and E3SMv0-HR simulation climatology of 
temperature and salinity for the month of February at 5m (respective upper panels) and 500m 
















Figure 9: Bathymetry around Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge in (a) the GEBCO observations, (b) E3SMv0-HR simulation, and  







Figure 10: Annual winter (July-August-September-October) average of sea ice concentration 
around Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge of the six MRP-I years in the E3SMv0-HR simulation. The 
contours represent sea-ice thickness in meters. The shaded dark blue region is the MRP. The peaks 
of Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge are indicated by a black and pink triangle, respectively. Notice the 








Description Term used Years 
Maud Rise Polynya: OOP over Maud Rise -Astrid Ridge 
complex (0°-15°E, ~65°S) 
MRP N/A 
Year of transition from no polynya to onset of MRPs MRP-I years Years 23, 30, 46, 63, 68, 100 
The last no polynya year preceding MRP-I year MRP-P years Years 22, 29, 45, 62, 67, 99 
Weddell Sea polynya: large OOP in central Weddell Sea 
west of Maud Rise 
WSP N/A 
Years of MRP that evolve into WSP MRP+WSP years Years 24-27, 47-62, 69-80, 100-123 
Years of MRPs that do not develop into WSPs MRP-only years Years 31-39, 64-66 
Years with no OOPs No polynya years  
including MRP-N years  
Years 20-23, 40-46, 67-68; 81-100 
 






3. PRECONDITIONING AND FORMATION OF MAUD RISE POLYNYAS IN A 
HIGH-RESOLUTION EARTH SYSTEM MODEL * 
 
The discussion of the results of this part of my dissertation is organized as follows: Section 
3.1 describes the evolution of the simulated MRPs over Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge; Section 3.2 
discusses the importance of an isolated Taylor column over Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge as a 
necessary pre-condition for deep convection; Sections 3.3 and 3.4 present two possible 
mechanisms that trigger the convection, the intensification of the large scale Weddell gyre 
circulation and the formation of anomalously high salinity waters in the upper ocean near Maud 
Rise; finally, Section 3.5 describes the impact of a sequence of consecutive MRPs on deep water 
masses that lie below the WDW. 
3.1 Evolution of MRPs in E3SMv0-HR 
The time-space evolution of the simulated polynya events is illustrated in Fig. 11, through a 
Hovmöller diagram of JASO mean maximum mixed-layer depth (Fig. 11a; maximum value 
computed over monthly periods) and JASO mean sea ice concentration (Fig. 11b) averaged over 
the latitudinal band 64°S-68°S and spanning the entire E3SMv0-HR simulation period. The 
vertical pink line represents the peak of Maud Rise (2.5°E) and the white vertical line represents 
the peak of Astrid ridge (12.5°E). Deep mixed layers coincide with low sea ice concentration. 
Open ocean polynyas thus reflect deep convective events. Fig. 11b reveals consecutive MRPs 
occurring over Maud Rise and between the seamount and Astrid Ridge after each MRP-I event 
(MRP-I years are indicated by red dashed lines in Fig. 11). We also note WSPs and large 
embayments occurring west of Maud Rise, with the embayments characterized by massive 
convective events extending to 40°W and beyond during two distinct time periods, years 55-62 





and 105-115. Prior to WSPs, convection initiates over the Maud Rise–Astrid Ridge complex 
causing MRPs. The associated pattern of deep mixed layer and low ice concentration propagates 
slowly westward into the central Weddell Sea. The annual maximum mixed layer depth of each of 
the six MRP events is greater than 500 m. This allows the core of the WDW to break into the 
surface layer, which leads to sea ice melting or prevents further sea ice formation. 
 
To quantify the mean spatial extent of the simulated MRPs, and to contrast them to 
conditions when there are no MRPs, Figure 12 shows the spatial distribution of the maximum 
mixed layer depth and sea ice concentration during September of the MRP-N and MRP-I years’ 
composites. The typical pattern of MRPs consists of very low ice concentration (Fig. 12b) 
coinciding with a deep mixed layer around Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge (Fig. 12d). On the other 
hand, the MRP-N years' composite (Fig 12a,c) shows mostly high sea ice concentration and low 
mixed layer depth, a distinct crescent of lower mixed layer depth and somewhat lower sea ice 
concentration encircling the northern flank of Maud Rise, and a similar but wider pattern over 
Astrid Ridge (note the different color scales for sea ice concentration in MRP-I versus MRP-N 
years). Relative to the surroundings, the reduction in sea ice concentration amounts to ~5%, and 
that of the mixed layer depth to at least 100 m in the crescent. The location of the crescent coincides 
with the strongest gradient in the bathymetry of Maud Rise. The mixed layer pattern and values 
are strikingly similar to what has been reported by de Steur et al. (2007) from measurements (their  
Fig.2b), and the reduced sea-ice concentration pattern is remarkably similar to the so-called ice 
‘halo’ that is commonly observed through satellite retrievals (Lindsay et al. 2008). The whole 
region east of Maud Rise and over Astrid Ridge is also characterized by a shallower mixed layer 









Figure 11: Hovmöller diagram spanning the full simulation of the JASO mean (a) maximum mixed 
layer depth and (b) sea ice concentration averaged over the region 64°S:68°S. The pink and white 
lines indicate the central peak of Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge, respectively. The horizontal red 













Figure 12: September averages of (a,b) maximum mixed layer depth and (c,d) sea-ice concentration, for (a,c) the MRP-N composite and 
(b,d) the MRP-I composite. Note the nonlinear colorbar levels and the different ice concentration scales. Black contours indicate 






To further contrast MRP-N to MRP-I conditions, and eventually study MRP 
preconditioning, it is useful to compare the typical hydrographic properties in MRP-N years 
(Fig.13) with those in MRP-I years (Fig. 14). Both figures illustrate the September mean spatial 
distribution of potential temperature, salinity, and potential density (at surface pressure) at 5 m and 
at 300 m depth. We choose these two depths to contrast the spatial distribution of the cold surface 
mixed layer (ASW) with the warm subsurface layer (WDW). The simulated patterns and values 
of these variables are again strikingly similar to what has been observed around this region (de 
Steur, Holland, Muench, and Mcphee 2007). In the MRP-I composite, the surface properties 
around Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge (Fig, 14a,c,e) are distinctly warmer, saltier, and denser than 
in the corresponding MRP-N composite (Fig. 13a,c,e). Higher density, in particular, indicates 
considerable convective potential energy release (Stössel and Kim 2001). A striking feature is the 
highest density emerging on the northeast flank of the Astrid Ridge peak (Fig 14e), which is also 
the region east of Maud Rise where most MRPs are initiated (Fig. 11b). At depth (300 m; Fig. 
14b,d,f), the water over the Maud Rise – Astrid Ridge complex is colder, fresher, and denser 
compared to the immediate surrounding. In fact, this surrounding is characterized by a crescent of 
anomalously warm and salty water that reflects the infiltration of WDW seemingly propagating 
along the northern flank of the Maud Rise – Astrid Ridge complex. 
3.2 Local topographic effects of Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge on preconditioning: role of the 
Taylor cap 
We next investigate possible local mechanisms that precondition the Maud Rise region for 
deep convection and MRP formation. The most striking feature in Fig. 13b,d,f is the halo of high 
temperature and high salinity at depth around the Maud Rise – Astrid Ridge complex, which is 







Figure 13: September averages of (a,b) potential temperature, (c,d), salinity, and (e,f) potential 
density (minus 1000; potential density computed with respect to the surface), for the MRP-N 
composite at (a,c,e) 5 m and (b,d,f) 300 m depth. Note the different colorbar levels for panels (a) 
and (b), and the nonlinear colorbar levels for salinity and potential density. The white contour 










Figure 14: Same as Fig. 13, but for the MRP-I composite. 
 
Even at the surface, the MRP-N composite shows the presence of a crescent shaped region of 
higher temperature along the northwestern flank of Maud Rise (with a similar but smaller crescent 
near the peak of Astrid Ridge), a clearly higher salinity pattern over Maud Rise – Astrid Ridge, 
and a corresponding pattern of denser water (Fig. 13a,c,e). These features point to the presence of 
a Taylor cap, with the strongest indication for such over Maud Rise. The stronger cap is supported 
theoretically by the fact that Maud Rise features a significantly larger ‘scaled bump height’ than 





Gyre makes it impinge on Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge from the east. This is indicated by the path 
of warm and salty WDW at 300 m depth. The Taylor cap prevents the impinging flow from going 
over the seamount even at the surface. As a result, the impinging flow must go around the obstacle, 
in this case Maud Rise, and to some extent, Astrid Ridge. This causes the subsurface WDW to 
entrain into the surface layer along the steep bathymetric slopes, creating the slightly elevated 
temperature signal at the surface. The water mass over Maud Rise having a distinctly different 
temperature and salinity signature than the surrounding waters points to the presence of a body of 
water that remains fairly isolated over the seamount, i.e. a persistent Taylor cap, even in MRP-N 
years. The Taylor cap is thus a crucial preconditioning for MRPs to form at that location, as pointed 
out in earlier studies (see chapter 1). 
The Taylor cap over Maud Rise can accordingly be distinguished by anomalously cold and 
fresh water relative to its immediate surroundings at depth, i.e. a water mass that is isolated from 
the impinging WDW. The evolution of this feature in time and space over the entire period of the 
E3SMv0-HR simulation is illustrated in Fig. 15, which presents the Hovmöller diagram of the 
temperature and salinity field averaged over the 250-1000 m depth range (i.e., below the 
pycnocline) and over the latitudinal band 64°S-68°S. The Taylor cap over Maud Rise can readily 
be identified by the relatively colder and fresher subsurface water over the seamount with respect 
to its immediate surrounding (WDW). Such feature is always present: even during the MRP-N 
years 91-101, when the subsurface water over MR is warmer and saltier than in other years, it is 
still colder and fresher than the surrounding WDW. It is also apparent that a weaker Taylor cap 
tends to linger over Astrid Ridge, although not as persistently as over Maud Rise. Finally, Fig. 15 





propagating westward, getting enhanced over the peak of Astrid Ridge, and even more so over 
Maud Rise. 
 
Figure 15: Hovmöller diagram of 1-year running averaged (a) temperature and (b) salinity, 
spatially averaged over 250-1000 m depth and over the region 64°S-68°S. The pink and white lines 
indicate the central peak of Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge, respectively. The horizontal red dashed 
lines indicate the MRP-I years. 
 
It is important to describe the flow field around Maud Rise, which is illustrated in Fig. 16 in 
terms of vorticity of the sea ice drift (Fig. 16a), and a meridional section across the peak of Maud 
Rise (which is protruding into the bottom part of the section) of zonal currents overlapped by 





years’ composite. The strong positive vorticity (red) along the northwestern flank of Maud Rise 
highlights anticyclonic flow that emerges as the impinging flow goes around the seamount. The 
currents that create this vorticity pattern are clearly visible at the north side of the section (Fig. 
16b), with blue shading meaning westward currents and red shading indicating eastward currents. 
Both currents are seemingly a baroclinic feature as indicated by the opposite sloping isopycnals 
north of the seamount. The crescent of positive ice vorticity emerges also in MRP-N years (not 
shown). 
Over the peak of Maud Rise, the sea ice vorticity is negative (blue shaded region in Fig. 
16a), indicating weak cyclonic flow. The presence of this cyclonic circulation is contrary to many 
theoretical studies that look at slow flows impinging on a seamount, using idealized model 
configurations (Chapman and Haidvogel 1992; Alverson and Owens 1996). These studies show 
that first the squashing and then the stretching of the water column resulting from the flow 
interacting with a seamount, causes first anticyclonic and then cyclonic vorticity. Alverson and 
Owens (1996) show that if the impinging flow is strong enough, then the cyclonic anomaly is 
advected away and the anticyclonic anomaly remains over the seamount. Our results, indicating 
an inner circulation of opposite sign over Maud Rise, are more consistent with a theoretical study 
conducted using laboratory experiments (Mory, Stern, and Griffiths 1987), in which a baroclinic 
cyclonic eddy is generated over a Taylor column. There is also evidence of a cyclonic inner flow 
in observations. For example, a weak cyclonic flow over Maud Rise has been reported by Gordon 
and Huber (1990; their section 6.1), and, while not explicitly mentioned, sampled at hydrographic 
stations over Maud Rise (de Steur et al. 2007, their Fig. 4; Bersch et al. 1992). Furthermore, our 
simulated ice vorticity structure (Fig. 16a) is remarkably similar to the results reported in Lindsay 





large positive ice vorticity along the northern flank of Maud Rise emerges in concert with the 
similarly shaped halo of lower sea-ice concentration shown in Fig. 12c, a feature that has also been 
reported by Lindsay et al. (2008) and discussed in Holland (2001). 
To further investigate preconditioning mechanisms for MRPs, we consider the different 
hydrographic properties around Maud Rise between MRP-N and MRP-I years in May, which is 
the last month still unaffected by convection during an MRP-I year. Fig. 17 shows the temperature 
and salinity profiles for the two composites along the same section as in Fig. 16b. MRP-I years 
show a more prominent Taylor cap over Maud Rise than in MRP-N years. This is indicated by a 
more pronounced doming of the isopycnals over the seamount, which forces the warm and salty 
WDW to flow more tightly around the seamount, and by a more homogenous temperature and 
salinity distribution below 150 m over Maud Rise. The density distribution described above is 
consistent with observational studies. For example, de Steur et al. (2007) report doming of the 
isopycnal s0=27.82 between their stations 15 and 17, directly over Maud Rise (their Fig. 3a).  
Above 150 m, there is a sharp thermo- and halocline marking the transition to substantially 
colder and fresher water in the upper ocean. This is true for both MRP-N and MRP-I years, but the 
MRP-I composite indicates a lower upper ocean stratification (Fig. 17b,d) compared to the MRP-
N composite (Fig. 17a,c). In other words, there is a clear indication that, while an MRP has not  
been triggered yet at this stage (May), the upper 100 m is already saltier (and the subsurface 
somewhat fresher) in the early stage of MRP-I years compared to MRP-N years. The importance 






Figure 16: September mean (a) sea-ice vorticity and (b) meridional cross section at 2.3°E (Maud 
Rise) of zonal velocity for the MRP-I composite. In a), the pink line indicates the position of the 
cross section plotted in b). In b), potential density contours are in black, while the two grey vertical 






Figure 17: Meridional cross section at 2.3°E of (a,b) potential temperature and (c,d) salinity during 
the month of May for (a,c) the MRP-N composite and (b,d) the MRP-I composite. Potential density 





To summarize, we propose the following local preconditioning mechanism over the Maud 
Rise – Astrid Ridge complex: the existence of a persistent Taylor cap maintains low stratification 
over the seamount, making it a preferred location for deep convection if the cap becomes intense 
enough to interact with the mixed layer above it (see Alverson and Owens, 1996 for the role of 
stratification in effecting the Taylor cap strength). During MRP-N years, the Taylor cap remains 
well below the mixed layer (Fig. 17a,c), only causing a reduction in sea-ice concentration or the 
so-called ice ‘halo’ at its rim (Fig. 12a). By the fall of MRP-I years, the Taylor cap is strong enough 
to penetrate the mixed layer, leading to deep convection. In the next two sections, we explore large 
scale as well as local effects that can trigger convection over the preconditioned region. 
3.3 Large scale effects on Maud Rise convection: role of the Weddell gyre strength 
A strengthening or a southward shift of the southern hemisphere westerlies creates a stronger 
negative wind stress curl over the Weddell Sea. This strengthens the cyclonic Weddell gyre and 
causes WDW to upwell in its center due to Ekman pumping. The associated doming of isopycnals 
can in turn trigger WSPs. While this is the way WSPs emerge in low-resolution models (e.g., 
Hirabara et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2013; Cheon et al., 2014), WSPs are in reality and in the 
E3SMv0-HR simulation preceded by MRPs. 
To investigate the possible role of the wind stress in initiating MRPs, we first show the full 
time series of the wind stress curl anomaly (Fig. 18). Periods when MRPs, WSPs, and embayments 
occur are indicated by different color shading. Anomalously negative wind stress curl  
is needed to cause a spin-up of the Weddell gyre and an increased uptake of WDW by the gyre. 
The following results can be summarized from Fig. 18: i) years when no polynyas are present are 
characterized by generally positive wind stress curl anomaly. This is especially clear during the 











Figure 18: Time series of the wind stress curl anomaly over the Weddell Sea (anomalies are computed with respect to a climatological 










characterized by negative wind stress curl anomaly. The longer the anomaly stays negative the 
higher the likelihood that WSPs turn into embayments (compare first WSP in year 26 with the 
transition WSP to embayments in years 49-59 and 102-112); iii) in all MRP cases (dark grey 
shading) except for the first one (year 24), the wind stress curl anomaly changes from a positive 
to a negative state during the MRP-P year or during the first part of the MRP-I year, suggesting 
that the intensification of the gyre plays a role in the MRP formation. Nevertheless, a negative 
wind stress curl anomaly is not a sufficient factor in triggering MRPs (and possibly WSPs as well), 
as there are two negative anomaly events during the MRP-N years and yet no open ocean polynya 
is formed in those periods. 
The spin up of the Weddell gyre can also be quantified by the barotropic stream function 
of ocean currents in the Weddell Sea. In most of the MRP-I years there is a slight increase in the 
barotropic stream function values over Maud Rise, Astrid Ridge and most of the Weddell Sea that 
would indicate a spin-up of the Weddell gyre during the MRP-I years when compared to the MRP-
P years (not shown). However, there are also MRP-I years when this relationship does not hold. 
We therefore conclude that while the spin-up of the gyre may be necessary to create a WSP, it is 
not a necessary prerequisite for MRPs to occur. We will investigate the relationship between the 
intensification of the gyre and the formation of WSPs and embayments more closely in a 
subsequent paper.           
3.4 Role of surface salinity in triggering MRPs 
Fig.19 shows Hovmöller diagrams of monthly temperature, salinity, and potential density 
anomalies averaged over the upper 100 m and over the latitudinal band 64°S-68°S. The time-axis 
(ordinate) is discontinuous in order to zoom in and focus on the transition from an MRP-P year to 





convection is indicated by a black box in all panels. As can be readily seen, the anomaly patterns 
of the 6 cases differ considerably. Nevertheless, the following common features can be identified: 
i) the longitudinal extent of the MRPs themselves and their initiation are indicated by an abrupt 
switch to warm temperature anomalies in winter of the respective MRP-I year (black box in Fig. 
19a). This is caused by convection (see also Fig. 11a), which entrains WDW into the upper ocean. 
The temperature anomaly pattern largely coincides with the salinity and density anomaly pattern 
(Fig. 19b,c). Note how density follows mostly the evolution of salinity; ii) there is a clear westward 
propagation of high salinity anomalies starting early in the MRP-P years in all 6 MRP cases (black 
arrows in Fig. 19b). This propagation is initiated well east of Astrid Ridge.  
Another feature emerging from Fig. 19 is that, except for the MRP triggered in year 31, all 
MRPs start forming east of Maud Rise. The reason for this seems to be the interaction of the flow 
with Astrid Ridge. The westward advection of high upper ocean salinity over Astrid Ridge 
weakens the upper ocean stratification by increasing the surface density (Fig. 19c). Furthermore, 
convection can be triggered by making the upper 100 m denser than the subsurface layer especially 
if the high salinity anomalies are advected over Taylor caps. As indicated by all 6 MRPs, we can 
make the case that the high salinity anomalies trigger MRPs when they advect over the Taylor cap 
region around Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge. 
If high surface salinity anomalies can trigger MRPs, then the null hypothesis, i.e., that MRP-
N years do not coincide with high surface salinity anomalies, should also be verified. Fig. 20 is 
identical to Fig. 20, except that it presents the upper water mass anomalies spanning the entire 
period of the E3SMv0-HR simulation. This readily shows that all MRP-N years feature exclusively 
zero or negative salinity anomalies upstream of Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge. Negative salinity 








Figure 19: Hovmöller diagrams of (a) potential temperature, (b) salinity, and (c) potential density anomalies averaged over the upper 
100 m of the water column and over the region 64°S-68°S. The black contoured boxes indicate the location of convection in association 
with the individual MRPs, and the arrows in b) show the propagation of the salinity anomalies from east of Astrid Ridge to the Maud 






Figure 20: Similar to Fig. 19, but for the full length of the E3SMv0-HR simulation. The pink and white lines indicate the central peak 





3.5 Effect of MRPs on deep water masses 
 The WDW is the only source of subsurface heat in the Weddell Sea for the region around 
Maud Rise. The heat content of the WDW is also an important factor for long lasting polynyas 
(Martin, Park, and Latif 2013; Cheon et al. 2015). The only pathway for the WDW to enter the 
Maud Rise region is through the eastern limb of the Weddell gyre where the gyre separates from 
the ACC (Foster and Carmack 1976; Schröder and Fahrbach 1999). 
During the discussion of Figs. 15 and 19, we described the effects of convection around 
Maud Rise on WDW and upper ocean water mass properties. To relate this to the heat reservoir at 
depth, we next examine the evolution of the water mass properties over time and depth in the 
region around Maud Rise (64°S-68°S;0°E-20°E) throughout the simulation in terms of temperature 
and salinity anomalies (Fig. 21). In the years, preceding MRP-I years, we find a pronounced 
positive temperature anomaly at depth (between 150 and 1500 m; Fig. 21), indicating anomalously 
warm water. The core of the warm anomaly is located at 300-600 m depth, which corresponds to 
the WDW core. Once an MRP is triggered, starting in the austral winter of the MRP-I year, we see 
an abrupt decline in the WDW temperature. This indicates deep convection and mixing of the cold 
ASW with the warm subsurface WDW, creating a positive temperature anomaly in the upper 150 
m and a negative temperature anomaly underneath.  During subsequent MRP years, the negative 
temperature anomaly spreads gradually down to 3000 m, apparently affecting deep and bottom 
water (WSDW, WSBW) properties.  Cooling of the WDW layer has a significant impact on the 











Figure 21: Time series of (a) potential temperature anomaly and (b) salinity anomaly profiles 
averaged over the area 64°S -68°S; 0°E - 20°E, for the full simulation period. The anomalies are 
computed relative to the mean monthly climatology over years 20-127. 
3.6 Summary and conclusions 
Observations in the 1970s, previous modeling studies, and our E3SMv0-HR simulation 
indicate that MRPs act as a precursor to WSPs (Gordon 1978; Martinson, Killworth, and Gordon 
1981; Holland 2001; Dufour et al. 2017). The development of WSPs in the E3SMv0-HR 







formation of MRPs. These are governed by bathymetric effects, and thus highly dependent on 
model resolution. Our study can be viewed as being complementary to the recent study by Dufour 
et al. (2017) who focused on the formation of WSPs in a high-resolution ESM simulation. Our key 
findings are summarized as follows. 
a) The upper 100 m salinity structure near Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge is an important factor for 
triggering MRPs. All of the simulated MRPs are preceded by high upper ocean salinity 
anomalies upstream of the Maud Rise – Astrid Ridge complex. These anomalies start 
propagating about 1-2 years prior to an MRP event, in some cases from the eastern limb of the 
Weddell gyre (30°E), in other cases from the region east of Astrid Ridge (20-25°E). Since the 
flow in the vicinity of Maud Rise is governed by a semi-permanent Taylor cap, the salinity 
anomalies propagate along the northern flank of Maud Rise rather than over it. The northern 
flank is characterized by a crescent of large positive relative vorticity of ocean currents and sea 
ice drift, slightly lower sea-ice concentration, a shallow mixed layer, warmer and saltier water 
at depth (WDW), and slightly warmer water at the surface, all relative to its surrounding. The 
presence of the Taylor cap over the Maud Rise – Astrid Ridge complex preconditions the 
region with low stratification which, when combined with high salinity anomalies in the upper 
layer, triggers convection. Once convection has set in, a positive feedback ensues, bringing a 
reservoir of warmer and saltier WDW to the surface, which, upon cooling, enhances 
convection, eventually destabilizing the whole region over and around Maud Rise and Astrid 
Ridge to the point that an MRP emerges. In this process, the first sign of destabilization and 
polynya formation appears mostly over the peak of Astrid Ridge, if not east of Astrid Ridge. 
b) High model resolution is essential for bottom topography to become steep and high enough to 







Rise and Astrid Ridge. Fig. 9 illustrates the difference between the state-of-the-art measured 
GEBCO bathymetry and that used in E3SMv0-HR and E3SMv0-LR. It can be readily seen 
that the high-resolution bathymetry matches the measured one substantially better than the one 
used for the low-resolution model. The crest of Maud Rise in the E3SMv0-LR bathymetry is 
at most 2200 m below the surface while that of E3SMv0-HR reaches 1600 m, which 
corresponds almost with the Maud Rise peak in the GEBCO bathymetry. The standard 1° 
E3SMv0-LR simulation does not produce any open ocean polynya during its entire duration 
(200 years). Favorable conditions for Taylor columns to emerge and interact with the surface 
depend on the steepness and height of a seamount above the sea floor, and on the ambient 
stratification (Chapman and Haidvogel 1992). In the Southern Ocean, Maud Rise has the 
largest potential for Taylor columns to occur (Meredith et al. 2015). An underrepresented 
steepness and height of Maud Rise in the model bathymetry prevents the formation of 
sufficiently strong Taylor columns to form. (a) and (b) together explain the necessary 
conditions for MRPs to form, and the MRP formation process itself, all on the basis of detailed 
physical processes that evolved in the fully coupled E3SMv0-HR simulation. 
c) The simulated halo of a shallow mixed layer, warm and salty WDW, as well as low sea-ice 
concentration during MRP-N years closely matches results based on oceanographic 
measurements and satellite remote sensing (de Steur, Holland, Muench, and Mcphee 2007). 
The presence of the halo of lower ice concentration is associated with a shoaling of the 
thermocline that allows for sufficient entrainment of WDW to the upper ocean to prevent a 
100% sea-ice coverage as found in the surrounding waters. This feature is seen frequently 







cap over Maud Rise, and that this Taylor cap is simply stronger during polynya years (the 
strength of the Taylor cap is determined by its proximity to the surface mixed layer). 
d) The intensification of the Weddell gyre seems to play a minor role for the transition from MRP-
P to MRP-I years, but seems more relevant for the maintenance of WSPs and large ice-free 
embayments in association with a sustained negative wind stress curl anomaly, a subject to be 
scrutinized in a follow-up study. 
e) The heat content of WDW plays an important role in sustaining polynyas. Prior to MRP years, 
we see an accumulation of WDW heat and salt content around Maud Rise. On the other hand, 
MRPs reoccurring over a number of consecutive years can impact deep water formation.   
 A Hovmöller diagram similar to that of Fig. 20, but for the JASO averaged surface 
freshwater flux anomalies (Fig. 22) shows that in all MRP-I cases, the Maud Rise region transitions 
from relatively dry to relatively wet atmospheric conditions when going from MRP-P to MRP-I. 
Comparing these results with Fig.20a, however, reveals a direct correspondence between 
freshwater flux and upper-ocean salinity and temperature, indicating that the freshwater flux 
anomalies are mainly caused by warm surface temperature anomalies. Additional comparison with 
Fig.11b indicates that these are mainly caused by low ice concentration anomalies in association 
with the MRPs. In our simulation, precipitation anomalies are thus not a cause for MRPs, but rather 
a result of them, as also found in Weijer et al., 2017.  A question that arises is what causes the high 
salinity anomalies (Fig. 19b) in a), either locally or east of the Maud Rise – Astrid Ridge complex 












Figure 22: Similar to Fig. 20, but for the JASO mean surface freshwater flux anomalies. The 
anomalies are computed relative to the mean monthly climatology over years 20-127. The pink 
and white lines indicate the central peak of Maud Rise and Astrid Ridge, respectively. The 








Although we have not considered eddy effects in this paper, it is likely that the ability of a 
model to produce eddies is important for MRPs to form. Part of the flow impinging on Maud Rise 
circulates anticyclonically around its northern flank, as expected from conservation of potential 
vorticity. During this process, cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies are generated (Holland 2001). 
Some of these mesoscale eddies flow downstream while most of them linger near the seamount, 
in particular along its eastern flank. There is a weak cyclonic inner circulation over Maud Rise that 
is intensified along its northern flank, which has also been reported by observations (Gordon and 
Huber 1990). Anomalous currents in the region where the Weddell gyre separates from the ACC 
could also play a role in MRP formation, because of the large mesoscale eddies that are usually 
present in this region and of the possible impact that these eddies may have on horizontal heat and 
salinity transport towards Maud Rise (Orsi, Whitworth, and Nowlin 1995). A preliminary 
inspection of the Sea Surface Height anomaly during the months of May and June for two specific 
MRP-I and MRP-N years (not shown) indicates that there is not a clear distinction between MRP-
I and MRP-N years in terms of eddy generation and propagation towards Maud Rise and Astrid 
Ridge. Therefore, more systematic and quantitative studies are necessary to investigate the 
possible impact of eddies on MRP formation, which are beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
The 130-year long E3SMv0-HR simulation analyzed here reveals 40 years with open ocean 
polynyas in the greater Weddell Sea. According to Gordon (2014), deep convection in the Weddell 
Sea was more active in the past and has weakened due to increased freshwater input in the upper 
ocean related to recent climate change, leading to increased stratification. The study of de Lavergne 
et al. (2014) addresses the importance of ESMs being capable of producing open-ocean polynyas 
under pre-industrial conditions. They analyzed a series of CMIP5 ESMs, all of which are low-







convecting ones. Low-resolution CESM (and with that E3SMv0-LR) are of the latter type. They 
concluded that convecting ESMs are capable of simulating the transition from a convective to a 
non-convective state with increasing greenhouse gases, while non-convecting ESMs are not. Our 
study and that of Dufour et al. (2017) demonstrate that high-resolution ESM simulations with pre-
industrial CO2 concentration levels are able to reproduce WSPs. The fact that CESM and thus 
E3SMv0 becomes a convecting ESM upon switching from low- to high-resolution suggests that 
E3SMv0-HR will most likely also be able to realistically simulate the transition to a non-
convective state with anthropogenic forcing. The crucial difference to the convecting low-
resolution ESM simulations is that in E3SMv0-HR convection emerges for the right physical 
reason, namely as a result of sufficiently resolved bathymetry that leads to the intermittent 
occurrence of MRPs, which in turn is a necessary condition for WSPs to form. In the following 
chapter, we will study the mechanisms behind the westward expansion of MRPs into WSPs, and 

















4. ON THE GENERATION AND IMPACT OF WEDDELL SEA POLYNYAS IN A  
HIGH-RESOLUTION EARTH SYSTEM MODEL 
 
4.1 Comparison of simulated and observed Weddell Sea Polynya effects 
 The simulated vertical profiles of temperature and salinity before and after the WSPs are 
shown in Fig. 23 and compared with the 1970s observed profiles from Gordon, 1982.  The model 
results were averaged over the hydrographic stations where the observations were made. Years 46 
and 48 in Fig. 23 represent conditions prior to the WSP and year 51 is the first WSP year followed 
by several consecutive WSPs. The deep convective events associated with the WSP lead to a 
reduction of temperature and salinity below 200 m up to 3000 m depth (Fig. 23c, d), suggesting 
deep water ventilation in the Weddell Sea. The differences of the simulated temperature and 
salinity profiles between pre- and post-WSP conditions are strikingly similar to those of the 
observations made in 1973 (pre-WSP) and 1977 (post-WSP) (Fig. 23a, b), both in magnitude and 
depth. The drastic loss of heat in the core of WDW and down to ~3000 m affects the volume and 
characteristics of the deep and bottom water masses in this region. Therefore, these WSPs can 
drastically increase the contribution of surface waters to the formation of bottom waters in the 
Weddell Sea and in the past have been estimated to be comparable to those by coastal polynyas 
(Gordon 1982). Thus, it is equally important to understand the impact of a lack of WSPs on the 
properties and volume of water masses in the deep Weddell Sea in the last 40 years. 
To our knowledge, to date no modeling study has simulated a WSP that grows regularly 






Figure 23: Profiles of observed potential temperature (a) and salinity (b) (from Gordon 1982). Profiles of annual mean temperature (c) 
and salinity (d) of model simulation: year 46 with no polynya and years in the 50’s with strong WSPs. The temperature and salinity 
fields are averaged over the region that match the areas of the different stations where the observations come from (Hydrographic 





those observed in the 1970s (Martinson et al. 1981, their Fig.1). The intermittently emerging WSPs 
in E3SMv0-HR are always preceded by MRPs, while not all MRPs lead to WSPs. The westward  
expansion of a MRP into a WSP occurs in the model at a rate of ~7° per year, which is consistent 
with the satellite passive microwave retrievals of the 1970s (Zwally et al. 1983). WSPs emerging 
in our preindustrial E3SMv0-HR simulation as well as in the preindustrial GFDL-ESM simulation 
(Dufour et al. 2017) supports the conclusions that WSPs were more common during preindustrial 
conditions (de Lavergne et al. 2014). The WSP observed in the 1970’s was found to contribute 
significantly to the dense water formation in the Weddell Sea (Martinson, Killworth, and Gordon 
1981).  The cessation of WSP formation during the last 40 years indicates that they no longer 
contribute to AABW formation in the way that they may have done in the past (Gordon 2014). 
4.2 Role of intensifying southern hemisphere westerlies on the structure of the Weddell Gyre 
Numerous studies indicated that a spin-up of the Weddell Gyre can cause WSPs 
(Martinson, Killworth, and Gordon 1981; Gordon and Huber 1990; Cheon et al. 2015) and trigger 
deep convection. In theory, the cyclonic Weddell Gyre can be enhanced by a strongly negative 
wind stress curl, causing a doming of isopycnals in the central Weddell Sea thereby increasing the 
probability of WSP formation. We find that to be also the case in our E3SMv0-HR simulation, as 
illustrated in Fig. 24. There is a direct relationship between anomalously negative wind stress curl 
and a weakening of the pycnocline strength in the Weddell Sea with a lag of ~ 4 years. The doming 
of the isopycnals over the Weddell Sea is indicated by the low values in both the pycnocline and 
halocline strength that follow the negative wind stress curl anomalies. The time series of the 
pycnocline strength being almost identical to that of the halocline strength suggests that the 
variability in the pycnocline strength is almost solely due to that of the halocline strength. During 








Figure 24: Time series of halocline strength (left axis labels), as well as pycnocline strength and wind stress curl anomaly (right axis 
labels). The pycnocline strength (∆σθ) and its salinity component (((∂σθ)⁄(∂S)) ΔS) or halocline strength were computed as the difference 
between 100-200m and 0-100m (de Lavergne et al., 2014). Values were computed and averaged over the Weddell Sea (55°W-
40°E;50°S-70°S) and smoothed with a 5-year centered running average. The shading in the time series represents the type of OOP seen 
during the austral winter of the respective year (yellow: MRP; blue: WSP; gray: EMB). The wind stress curl anomalies are computed 





find that the wind stress curl anomaly is predominantly negative. The opposite is also true, i.e., the 
wind stress curl anomaly is positive in the no-polynya years. We should mention that although the 
wind stress curl is sometimes positive during MRP events, it applies to the entire Weddell Sea 
region and does not necessarily reflect the conditions over Maud Rise, such as the local 
stratification which may depend on several other factors (Kurtakoti et al. 2018). Our main focus 
here is the wind stress curl during the gradual transition from no polynyas to the onset of WSPs 
via MRPs (Fig. 24). 
4.2.1 Structure of the eastern Weddell Gyre 
While investigating the formation mechanisms of MRPs, we showed that the westward 
advection of anomalously high surface salinities over the Maud Rise-Astrid Ridge complex 
combined with Taylor column dynamics triggered a convective mode that resulted in MRPs 
(Kurtakoti et al. 2018).  Anomalous salt introduced in the upper ocean upstream of the Maud Rise-
Astrid Ridge complex is not explained by the freshwater flux due to precipitation minus 
evaporation or sea ice melting minus freezing over the region. It is thus important to consider the 
role of the eastern Weddell gyre, as the high surface salinity anomalies appear to emerge in the 
vicinity of the southern limb of the gyre’s eastern cell.  
Throughout the simulation, the wind stress curl anomalies suggest a spin up of the Weddell 
Gyre prior to the WSPs. To visualize the impact of the spin up of the central and eastern cell of 
the Weddell gyre, we compare meridional cross sections of September averages of salinity and 
density contours at 0°E (Fig. 25) and 35°E (Fig. 26) of no-polynya years composite and pre-WSP 
years composite (four independent WSP cases). Comparing Fig. 25 a and b, the density contours 
in the upper 200 m can be seen outcropping in the pre-WSP years, in contrast to what we find in 







salinity over the region 65°S - 67°S in the central Weddell Sea. The upper 200 m of the water 
column between 64°S - 68°S is saltier in Fig.25b, which is indicative of a stronger doming of the 
isopycnals. In contrast, the upper ocean is much more stratified during the no-polynya years.   
To determine if there is a presence of higher salinity in the surface ocean upstream of the 
Maud Rise-Astrid Ridge complex during the pre-WSP years, we compare the meridional cross 
section at 35°E (Fig. 26 a,b) of the pre-WSP years’ composite with that of the no-polynya years’ 
composite. There is a sharp doming of the upper ocean isopycnals (density contour 27.89 raised to 
350 m in pre-WSP years from 500 m in no-polynya years) and an increase in the upper ocean 
salinity during the pre-WSP years. High salinity anomalies east of the Maud Rise-Astrid Ridge 
complex play an important role in triggering all simulated MRPs (Kurtakoti et al. 2018). The time 
evolution of the upper-ocean temperature and salinity averaged over the region 64°S-68°S (Fig. 
27) demonstrates a westward advection of anomalously warm and salty waters from east of the 
Maud Rise-Astrid Ridge complex to the MRP region, and in some years all the way to the central 
Weddell Sea (25W). Anomalously salty water coinciding with anomalously warm water indicates 
that WDW is entrained into the upper layer upstream of the Maud Rise-Astrid Ridge complex, a 
process that will be discussed later. 
4.2.2 Role of WDW heat content accumulation 
It has been established that a necessary condition for long-lasting, consecutive winter WSPs to 
occur is the heat reservoir at depth, or the heat content of WDW (Martinson, Killworth, and Gordon 
1981; Martin, Park, and Latif 2013; Cheon et al. 2015; Dufour et al. 2017). Once having become 
part of the (deep) mixed layer, the heat content of WDW prevents the WSP from closing by 
hindering sea ice formation. Thus, the occurrence of a WSP drastically reduces the WDW heat 








Figure 25: September salinity in the central Weddell Sea along 0°E during the a) no-polynya years 


















Figure 27: Monthly (a) potential temperature, (b) salinity of the upper 100 m in the Weddell Sea 
averaged over the region 64°S-68°S for the years 21-127 in E3SMv0-HR.  
 
MRP+WSP years in the simulation (Fig. 28). The temperature averaged over the WDW layer (200-
750m) shows the cooling during WSPs to be regionally more than 1°C. Deep convection during 
the WSPs also affects the salinity of WDW by introducing surface fresh water into the deeper 
layers and saltier WDW to the surface, thus reducing WDW salinity during the WSP events. A 
prolonged period of recovery of WDW heat and salt content is thus an important preconditioning 








Figure 28: Monthly (a) potential temperature, (b) salinity of the WDW i.e., depth:200-750m in the 
Weddell Sea averaged over the region 64°S-68°S for the years 21-127 in E3SMv0-HR. 
  
Besides an increase of WDW heat content in the central Weddell Sea, heat is also building up over 
and east of the Maud Rise-Astrid Ridge complex. The time span when the subsurface heat builds 
up coincides with positive wind stress curl anomalies in the Weddell Sea, indicating that these 
anomalies cause a spin down of the Weddell gyre which leads to sinking of the isopycnals in its 
center and thus a more stable stratification that is needed for a the build-up of a deep heat reservoir 









4.2.3 Role of precipitation in conjunction with southward shift of the westerlies 
 The simulated precipitation and wind stress curl are inversely related as shown in Fig. 29a, 
where an increase in monthly negative wind stress curl is seen coinciding with an increase in 
monthly precipitation in the Weddell Sea. The increase in precipitation is caused by the OOPs. 
Furthermore, more negative wind stress curl mostly overlaps with the periods when WSPs and 
EMBs emerge, which suggests that dry atmospheric conditions cannot be the trigger. Rather, the 
time series of the zonal distribution of precipitation reflects the impact of the WSPs on 
precipitation (Fig. 30). The largest precipitation values (saturated blue areas in the Hovmöller 
diagram) over Maud Rise and the Weddell Sea are seen during years with winter convection and 
only over the zonal extent of the polynyas. This can also be seen when comparing with Fig.11b. 
Thus, it can be concluded that the increase in precipitation is associated with rising motion of moist 
and relatively warm air over polynyas, as found in Weijer et al. (2017), reflecting a direct response 
to the heat loss in association with the ventilation of WDW in OOPs. It can also be inferred from 
Fig. 30 that WSPs do not form when and where dry atmospheric conditions prevail, as e.g. in the 
western Weddell Sea. In conclusion, in the simulation, the spin up of the gyre has a stronger impact 
on the initiation of winter convection and WSP formation than dry atmospheric conditions. 
Anomalously high precipitation is a response to WSPs which occur during periods of strong 
negative wind stress curl that are affiliated with an intensification and/or southward shift of the 
southern hemisphere westerlies.  
  The meridional shift of the southern hemisphere westerlies is often quantified by the SAM 
index (black shaded graph in Fig.29b). This has been calculated following the definition  of Gong 
and Wang 1999 as the difference between the zonal-mean SLP at 40°S and at 65°S. The positive 







Southern Ocean, and vice versa (Gong and Wang 1999; Thompson, Wallace, and Hegerl 1999; G. 
J. Marshall 2003; Hall and Visbeck 2002). This, however, does not necessarily reflect the regional 
conditions over the Weddell Sea. We would thus not expect to see a perfect correlation between 
the variation of the SAM index and that of the wind stress curl over the Weddell Sea. The SAM 
index calculated from observations (G. J. Marshall 2003)(G. J. Marshall 2003) reflects this. 
However, according to Gordon (2014), a positive phase of the SAM index is associated with a 
southward shift of the storm track which leads to a negative (cyclonic) wind stress curl anomaly 
as well as more precipitation over the Weddell Sea. These two variables have opposing effects on 
the stratification of the Weddell Sea: on the one hand, a cyclonic wind stress curl leads to a spin 
up of the cyclonic Weddell gyre, thereby weakening the stratification in its center due to a more 
pronounced doming of isopycnals; on the other hand, an increase in precipitation will lower the 
surface density and thereby strengthen the stratification. Some studies suggest that the opposite 
phase consists of a northward expansion of dry polar air masses over the Weddell Sea, creating 
conditions that are conducive for OOP formation (Gordon 2014). Such conditions prevail during 
periods when the SAM index is negative, which coincides with the core of the precipitation-rich 
westerlies being located further north than on average. At the same time, however, the associated 
positive (or less cyclonic) wind stress curl anomalies would lead to a spin-down of the Weddell 
gyre that deepens the isopycnals in its center. In this context, one must acknowledge the 
simultaneous occurrence of two competing effects of which one tends to hinder and the other tends 







Figure 29: a) Time series of monthly wind stress curl (WSC), and total precipitation over the Weddell Sea and b) time series of 5-year 







Figure 30: Hovmöller diagrams of (right) monthly precipitation averaged over the region 64°S-
68°S and (left) a time series plot of wind stress curl anomalies (black line) and the SAM index 
(dashed red line). The wind stress curl values were computed and averaged over the Weddell Sea 










4.3 Role of modified upper ocean stratification by MRPs in triggering WSPs 
Once MRPs are triggered, convection erodes the pycnocline and deepens the mixed layer. 
This introduces WDW into the upper ocean which gives rise to anomalously high upper-ocean 
temperature and salinity. This reinforcement of upper-ocean anomalies due to convection can 
readily be seen in Fig. 27 between the region of Maud Rise (red line) and Astrid Ridge (white 
line). Furthermore, Fig.27 reveals that anomalously strong MRPs (associated with anomalously 
warmer and saltier upper-ocean conditions) are necessary for upper-ocean warm and salty 
anomalies to continue propagating westward to the central Weddell Sea where they eventually 
contribute to the formation of WSPs. This happens in simulation years 47-61 and 101-118.  
 However, it is not clear why some MRPs develop into WSPs (e.g. over the period of years 
47 to 62; “MRP+WSP” years), while other MRPs do not (e.g. those that prevailed during years 31 
to 39; “MRP-only” years). The stratification in this region being marginally stable (Martinson, 
Killworth, and Gordon 1981), the entrainment of salt into the winter mixed layer can easily turn 
conditions from a stable mode to a convective mode (Gordon and Huber 1990; Kurtakoti et al. 
2018). The MRPs during the MRP+WSP years bring up more heat and salt into the surface layer 
when compared to the MRP-only years. We can illustrate this by comparing the salinity averaged 
over Maud Rise during one case of “MRP-only” years (Fig. 31a) with one case of “MRP+WSP” 
years (Fig. 31b). The salinity in the upper 200 m is clearly much larger in the “MRP+WSP” years 
(upper panel of Fig.31b) than that in the “MRP-only” years (upper panel of Fig.31a). In this sense, 
we define the MRPs preceding the MRP+WSP years as ‘strong’. The increase in the surface 
salinity allows the surface to destabilize downstream, thus creating a WSP in the following winters. 
It is important to note that the onset of strong convection over Maud Rise in year 48 (Fig. 31b) 









Figure 31: Time series of salinity depth profiles averaged over Maud Rise seamount during the (a) 
MRP years 31-39 (b) MRP+WSP years 47-54. Note that we use a different colorbar range for 











surface salinity waters flow downstream, the convection over Maud Rise stays active and 
continues to introduce large salinity anomalies into the upper 100 m, which in turn get advected 
downstream with the southern limb of the Weddell gyre. Once the switch is made from stable to 
convective mode, the underlying WDW plays the dominant role in keeping the polynya open by 
supplying the heat needed to prevent sea ice formation. Comparing the winter mixed layer depth 
of MRPs in the “MRP+WSP” years with that of MRPs in the “MRP-only” years, one can confirm 
that only very strong MRPs provide high enough upper-ocean salinity anomalies (Figs. 32, 33), 
which then gives rise to WSPs. The size of the polynya is illustrated by the anomalously large 
MLD indicating deep convection. The MRPs in the “MRP-only” years (Fig. 32) are much smaller 
in area than the MRPs that precede the WSP in the “MRP+WSP” years (Fig. 33). This also holds 
for the other MRP+WSP periods of the simulation (see appendix).    
 We thus propose the following mechanism: when a strong MRP is triggered over Maud 
Rise, the ensuing deep convection erodes the weak stratification over Maud Rise and brings up 
WDW into the winter mixed layer which then flows downstream into the central Weddell Sea. 
Since the stratification in the Weddell Sea is more stable than that over Maud Rise (due to the 
Taylor cap dynamics over Maud Rise; see Chapter 3), one way to trigger the convective mode in 
the Weddell Sea is by introducing salinity anomalies into the winter mixed layer that are high 
enough to destabilize the stratification in the Weddell Sea. The high salinity anomalies during the 
MRPs of MRP+WSP years are large enough to trigger convection downstream, thus allowing for 
the switch from a stable mode to a convective mode in the Weddell Sea, hence leading to the 







Figure 32: September mixed layer depth during the MRP-only years 31-39 with the bathymetric 















4.3.1 Evolution of convection using salinity as a tracer 
The convection triggered over the Maud Rise – Astrid Ridge complex can be further 
scrutinized by analyzing high temporal frequency data which was stored for a short period of the 
E3SMv0-HR simulation, in order to study short term features that cannot be properly identified in 
the monthly data. In particular, daily data was stored during years 35-37, during which MRPs 
occurred in year 35 and 37. The onset of deep convection can be followed by studying the 
individual terms in the advection-diffusion equation [1], for any tracer q, were KH is the horizontal 
diffusivity and KV is the vertical diffusivity. The dominant terms in the tracer equation for salinity 
were computed over an area of 10 km by 10 km (corresponding to ~10x10 grid cells) for the upper 
1500 m, in a region where deep convection appears first, and subsequently leads to a mature MRP. 
The stratification in the box goes from being stably stratified to fully convecting in a matter of 











































The regional baroclinic Rossby deformation radius ranges from 4 to 17 km (Foster and 
Middleton 1979; Chelton, Deszoeke, and Schlax 1998). While the resolution of the model is 
insufficient to resolve convective plumes (O~0.5-1km), it can resolve convecting chimneys which 
have been observed in the ocean and can span tens of kilometers in width (J. Marshall and Schott 








Figure 34: Timeseries of a) salinity, b) total advection and c) vertical mixing (diffusion) over Maud 








A Hovmöller time series of the dominant terms in the tracer equation that contribute to the 
total rate of change of salinity (total advection and vertical mixing terms for salt in Eq [1] without 
the negative sign) along with salinity over the same area is shown in Fig.34 and is focused around 
the time when the MRP is triggered in year 37. The change in salinity (Fig.34a) is analyzed by 
tracking total (horizontal plus vertical) advection (Fig.34b) and vertical mixing (Fig.34c) over the 
same region. Fig.34a indicates that salinity in the upper 100m layer begins to increase noticeably 
between day 50 and 60. Negative values in total advection at the same time indicate convergence, 
which in turn indicates salinity being added to this layer. There is a strong divergence in that layer 
right after day 60 indicated by positive values in the total advection which has the effect of 
freshening. Lower salinity in the upper layer suggests restratification. After restratification (day 
70), this is followed by a large increase in upper ocean salinity which is preceded by strong vertical 
mixing (Fig. 34c) that suggests convection. Convection continues till day 80 when divergence 
within the box acts to restratify the water column by removing anomalously salty water from the 
box thus spreading it out. This process seems to repeat itself around day 85.  
4.4 Summary and Conclusions 
In this chapter, we have explained the widening of MRPs into the Weddell Sea and the role 
of the large scale circulation in preconditioning the region for WSPs in the E3SMv0-HR 
simulation. The preconditioning and formation mechanisms of WSPs and MRPs, while related, 
are distinctly different and it can be ascribed to differences in the topography between central 
Weddell Sea and Maud Rise-Astrid Ridge complex. Our main conclusions are outlined in the 
following: 
a) The vertical structure of the central and the eastern Weddell Gyre in the simulation 







as it determines the preconditioning and formation mechanisms of both MRPs and WSPs. 
MRPs occur in the eastern Weddell Gyre and the vertical structure of the eastern cell plays 
a key role in explaining the presence of advecting salinity anomalies that trigger MRPs. 
WSPs occur in the central Weddell Sea and thus its water mass structure prior to polynya 
formation is key to explaining the weakening of the ambient stratification by the large scale 
circulation.  
b) The large scale circulation in the Weddell Sea plays an important role in priming the 
Weddell Sea for OOPs. The spin up of the double cell Weddell Gyre leads to a doming of 
isopycnals which weakens the ambient stratification in both the central as well as the 
eastern Weddell cell, although more so in the former. This effect amplifies the entrainment 
of WDW into the upper ocean along the eastern end of the eastern cell, producing salinity 
anomalies that then advect into the Maud Rise - Astrid Ridge complex. These anomalies 
combined with Taylor cap effects trigger MRPs as shown in Chapter 3. 
c) The occurrences of the WSPs in E3SMv0-HR are closely tied to the strengthening of the 
Weddell Gyre which in turn are tied to strong negative wind stress curl anomalies in the 
Weddell Sea, as last seen in 1974-76. E3SMv0-HR is a preindustrial simulation and thus it 
does not address consequences of a warming and freshening surface ocean and the role of 
precipitation in inhibiting OOPs as in the present-day Weddell Sea. In E3SMv0-HR, the 
stratifying effect of precipitation during the spin up of the Weddell Gyre does not overtake 
the effect of doming of the isopycnals that weaken the stratification. We only see 
anomalous precipitation as a consequence of heat released into the atmosphere due to OOPs 







d) In E3SMv0-HR, the years of absence of OOPs in the Weddell Sea overlap with years in 
which there is a spin-down of the Weddell Gyre. The stratifying effect of a weak Weddell 
gyre promotes the accumulation of WDW, thereby increasing the heat and salt content in 
the subsurface ocean. These periods of subsurface heat reservoir recovery are a necessary 
condition sustaining OOPs once convection has been triggered, be it an MRP or a WSP. 
e) The size of the MRPs combined with the availability of subsurface heat appears to dictate 
whether MRPs will expand westward into the central Weddell Sea during subsequent years. 
Comparing the size of MRP area in MRP-only years with that of MRP+WSP years, a clear 
pattern emerges.  The size of the MRP dictates the scale of open ocean convection which 
in turn determines the amount of salt brought to the surface layer, which is subsequently 
advected downstream to the central Weddell Sea region. The stratification over the Maud 
Rise - Astrid Ridge complex is weaker than in the central Weddell Sea due to the presence 
of Taylor column dynamics (see Chapter 3). Thus, large upper ocean salinity anomalies are 
needed to trigger convection over the central Weddell Sea, which in turn are provided by 















5. POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF AABW ANOMALIES DUE TO WSPs ON THE 
STRENGTH OF THE AMOC  
 
5.1 Introduction 
The Weddell Gyre is an important part of the global climate pathway due to its influence 
on the formation of dense water masses and long-term sequestration of atmospheric heat, and 
carbon (Marinov et al. 2006). This region is the most important source of AABW (Orsi, Nowlin 
JR, and Whitworth 1993) produced by coastal (Morales Maqueda 2004) as well as open-ocean 
polynyas (Martinson, Killworth, and Gordon 1981). The long-term sequestration of atmospheric 
heat and carbon (Hoppema 2004) in the Weddell Sea happens through deep ocean convection (de 
Lavergne et al. 2014) and subsequent dense water formation.  Deep ocean convection occurs along 
the continental slope of Antarctica as well as in the offshore Weddell Basin in austral winter 
(Morales Maqueda 2004; Z. Zhang et al. 2015).  
To understand if there is a relationship between the size and impact of OOPs at different 
depths, we analyzed the spatial ocean heat content (OHC) anomalies of water masses in the 
Weddell Sea at three depths, namely a) Upper 200m (ASW) b) 200-1500m (WDW) and c) 1500m-
bottom (below WDW). In the case of OOPs in the Weddell Sea, the impact on bottom water masses 
depends on their size.  The OOPs in the MRP-only years affect the OHC anomalies of the ASW 
and WDW, but they do not have a significant effect at deeper depths. The WSPs do have a 
significant impact on the OHC of the entire water column including below 4000m which affects 
AABW properties.  Analyzing every MRP event in the MRP-only years, we conclude that 







salinity anomalies at the same depths. Both temperature and salinity show a clear impact of WSPs 
on bottom water formation. 
The method of formation of AABW determines its characteristics (Carmack 1990; Coles 
et al. 1996; Legg et al. 2009). Open ocean convection in the Weddell Sea adds a distinct flavor to 
the bottom waters being produced through this process. Observations of AABW properties since 
the WSPs during 1974-76 indicate that deep convection makes the bottom water more “minty”, 
i.e., cold and fresh, and that the lack of large WSPs ever since has made it more spicy, i.e., warm 
and salty (Coles et al. 1996; Purkey and Johnson 2010). The processes affecting AABW 
production affect the global overturning circulation, and with that the heat and carbon uptake by 
the oceans (Sabine Christopher et al. 2004; Watanabe et al. 2013; Thomas, Waugh, and 
Gnanadesikan 2018). 
The understanding of the formation processes of AABW has evolved over the past few 
decades as observational capabilities have expanded in the Southern Ocean. However, there are 
still large uncertainties about the formation rate and source regions of AABW and its natural 
variability due to anthropogenic causes. Extensive observational studies carried out in the Southern 
Ocean and Weddell Sea have made it possible for us to understand the different formation methods 
of AABW and the dominant source region of AABW as well as their impact on the global ocean 
(Orsi, Johnson, and Bullister 1999; Orsi, Smethie, and Bullister 2002; van Sebille et al. 2013; 
Ferreira and Kerr 2017). In the Weddell Sea, one of the formation processes of AABW includes a 
mixture of High Salinity Shelf Water (HSSW) (formed on the continental shelf via coastal 
polynyas (Grumbine 1991)) and modified WDW (a mixture of ASW and WDW) forming the 
densest version of AABW. As this water mass flows down the continental slope, it can further mix 







Foster and Carmack 1976; Carmack 1990). Another variety of AABW involves the mixture of Ice 
Shelf Water (ISW) (which is HSSW mixed with water from the base of the ice shelves (Nicholls, 
Østerhus, and Makinson 2009)) with WDW/ modified WDW (Foldvik, Gammelsrød, and Tørresen 
1985). Thus, OOPs in the Weddell Sea can modulate AABW characteristics by modifying any of 
the parent water masses.  
 The Weddell Sea has not had a winter-long OOP since the late 1970s. There are several 
theories that explain why there is a dramatic reduction in OOPs in the Weddell Sea. The present-
day poleward shifted southern hemisphere westerlies due to anthropogenic CO2 emissions and 
ozone depletion (Oke and England 2004; Russell et al. 2006; Fyfe et al. 2007) results in a positive 
trend of the SAM index (Thompson and Solomon, 2002). Intensifying winds over the high-latitude 
Southern Ocean due to this shift leads to a spin up of the Weddell gyre (Cheon et al. 2014) which 
would typically cause a doming of isopycnals that is traditionally one of the mechanisms leading 
up to a WSP [Hirabara et al., 2012; Cheon et al., 2015b; see Chapter 4]. However, the southward 
shift of the westerlies also leads to an increase in precipitation over the Weddell Sea, thus 
freshening the surface ocean and flattening the isopycnals at the surface (Gordon 2014). The 
associated increase in Ekman divergence increases the interaction of the subsurface heat reservoir 
in the Weddell Gyre with the ice shelves thereby increasing glacial melt, which contributes to 
surface freshening (Rignot et al. 2013). The total sum of the anthropogenic effects have resulted 
in warming and freshening of the Southern Ocean (Swart et al. 2018), and the absence of WSPs 
since the late 1970s appears to be one of its consequences (de Lavergne et al. 2014). However, due 
to the dominant role of Taylor cap dynamics over tall seamounts, the Weddell Sea is 
preconditioned for the smaller MRPs to occur, as has last been observed in year 2017 (Fig.1b) 







Several modeling studies show that the switch from periods of deep convection in the 
Weddell Sea (WSPs) and periods of recovery when there are no OOPs, gives rise to AABW 
anomalies (below 4000 m depth). These anomalies propagate along the deep western boundary 
into the Argentine Basin and appear to have a significant impact on ocean circulation (Stössel and 
Kim 2001; Hirabara et al. 2012; Martin, Park, and Latif 2013; Cabré, Marinov, and Gnanadesikan 
2017; Zanowski and Hallberg 2017). Observations since the WSP in the late 1970s also suggest 
that AABW is warming and its volume is shrinking (Coles et al. 1996; Hogg and Zenk 1997; Zenk 
and Morozov 2007; Zenk and Visbeck 2013; Johnson, McTaggart, and Wanninkhof 2014). 
Changes in temperature and salinity of AABW have competing effects on density. These AABW 
anomalies radiate away from the source region in the Weddell Sea into the South Atlantic basin 
on relatively short timescales in the form of Kelvin and Rossby waves (Kawase 1987; Hallberg 
and Rhines 1996), propagating northward along the deep western boundary (Hirabara et al. 2012; 
Purkey and Johnson 2010; Zanowski and Hallberg 2017).  
Typically, changes in the strength of the AMOC are attributed to changes in surface 
buoyancy fluxes in the North Atlantic, with associated impact on NADW formation (Yeager and 
Danabasoglu 2014). The AMOC is a significant part of the ocean overturning circulation and thus 
the global climate system, and is responsible for transporting heat northwards in the Atlantic. The 
formation of the deep water masses NADW and AABW are major components of the AMOC. 
While a slowdown of the AMOC is predicted by most climate models, it has not yet been observed. 
Paleo modeling studies indicate that a reduction in the strength of the AMOC in the past is due to 
enhanced freshwater input in the high latitude North Atlantic region (Chang et al. 2008; Ritz et al. 







from the Greenland ice sheet and precipitation (Latif et al. 2004; Send, Lankhorst, and Kanzow 
2011; Smeed et al. 2014; Rahmstorf et al. 2015). 
Several studies indicate that it is possible to influence the strength of the AMOC via 
changes in the Southern Hemisphere. This is because the AMOC and the global overturning 
circulation are connected by the Southern Ocean. Modeling studies have shown that the Agulhas 
leakage is correlated with the AMOC on multidecadal timescales (Biastoch et al. 2015). There is 
also indication that AABW inflow (i.e., northward transport) can modulate the NADW outflow 
(i.e., southward transport) across 30°S (Stössel and Kim 2001; Swingedouw et al. 2009; Martin, 
Park, and Latif 2015). The AABW inflow is in turn affected by large OOPs in the Weddell Sea. 
Stössel and Kim (2001) showed that AABW outflow is negatively correlated with NADW inflow 
with a lead of ~2 years. Several studies have shown that AABW anomalies radiate away from the 
Weddell Sea via topographic Rossby and baroclinic Kelvin waves (Kawase 1987; Hallberg and 
Rhines 1996; Hirabara, Ishizaki, and Ishikawa 2007) that act on a timescale of several years to 
decades.  The AABW anomalies also spread through advection that acts on decadal to longer 
timescales (Zanowski and Hallberg 2017). 
Modeling studies show that the retreat of AABW in the South Atlantic causes the upper 
cell of the AMOC to strengthen by 5-10% (Patara and Böning 2014) and also infer that the lack of 
OOPs in the Weddell Sea since the late 1970s must already contributing to a strengthening of the 
AMOC. A reduction in AABW formation and its northward transport leads to augment the 
meridional density gradient in the deep ocean, thus intensifying the NADW outflow (southward 
transport) and thus strengthening the AMOC [Swingedouw et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2014]. These 








5.2 Outlook on propagation of AABW anomalies along deep western boundary (DWB) 
In order to understand how WSPs influence the abyssal ocean properties in the Weddell 
basin, we show the abyssal ocean (below 4000 m) salinity anomalies during the WSP events 
(during the MRP+WSP years: 101-124, which begin with an MRP year 101) shown in Figs. 35-
36. The cold temperature anomalies propagate exactly as the fresh salinity anomalies and are not 
shown. Figs 35-36 show the salinity anomalies below 4000m spreading along the DWB after the 
onset of WSP event in year 102 in E3SMv0-HR (see Chapters 2 through 4, and Kurtakoti et al., 
2018). Prior to the onset of the WSP, there is a recovery of the subsurface heat and salt reservoir. 
During the years 102-124 (Fig. 35), large WSPs occur every winter. There is a freshening of 
0.05psu (Fig. 35) and cooling of more than 1°C (not shown) below 4000 m during these 22 years. 
The salinity anomalies propagate along the DWB (along the Scotia Ridge through the South 
Sandwich trench) into the Argentine Basin. Here they induce a gradual freshening and cooling that 
is seemingly being reinforced a decade later at the DWB at 30°S where it could potentially affect 
the outflow of NADW and thus the strength of the AMOC. Looking at the variability of the AMOC 
strength at 26°N (Fig.36), however there is no clear evidence of a correlation with the variability 
of open-ocean convection in the Weddell Sea or WSP formation even though the AMOC reveals 
interdecadal variability after year 50 that could potentially be related to strong WSB/EMB events. 
The anomalies propagate from near Maud Rise and go as far as 10°S by the end of 20 years from 
the first WSP in the sequence. Further analysis is needed to quantify the potential relationship 
between the spreading of AABW anomalies and the strength of the AMOC in this HR ESM 
simulation, in particular to clarify whether a strong correlation between the two, as suggested in 










Figure 35: Salinity anomalies (January) below 4000m after the onset of WSPs in year 102. The 
peak of Maud Rise seamount is indicated with a black dot and the center of Astrid Ridge is 

















Figure 36: Timeseries of AMOC strength at 26.5°N for the full E3SMv0-HR simulation. 
5.3 Outlook on propagation of WSDW and WSBW anomalies  
It is important to understand the source of AABW variability, which cannot be properly 
done without analyzing the anomalies in its different source water masses. The temperature (not 
shown) and salinity (Fig. 37) anomalies between 2000-4000m are presented to study the impact of 
the WSP events on water masses below WDW during the WSP events (during the MRP+WSP 
years: 101-124). The fresh and cold anomalies at 2000-4000m depth spread into the South Atlantic 
to 40°S as well as into the Pacific Ocean basin via the Drake Passage. The WSP events reduce the 
average temperature by 2°C and salinity by 0.16psu between 2000-4000m in the central Weddell 



























Model resolution and in particular the resolution of the ocean bathymetry are important for 
both coastal polynyas and OOPs in the Weddell Sea (Dufour et al. 2017; Kurtakoti et al. 2018). 
The formation of OOPs in the Weddell Sea through realistic processes require the model to 
produce Taylor cap effects over the Maud Rise - Astrid Ridge complex, which needs bathymetric 
features to be represented in great detail. The propagation of AABW anomalies arising from the 
WSPs that propagate along the DWB (via Rossby and Kelvin waves) and the associated heaving 
of the interface between AABW and NADW also require an accurate representation of bathymetry. 
These preliminary findings based on a HR ESM simulation support our initial hypothesis that the 
apparently strong impact of AABW anomalies on the outflow of NADW, and thus the AMOC 


















6. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
 
6.1 Summary 
In the early 1970’s, satellite observations unveiled the presence of a large OOP within the 
Antarctic ice pack in the Weddell Sea (Gordon et al., 1988). OOPs in the Southern Ocean are large 
ice-free areas within the winter ice pack that are associated with deep convection and thus 
potentially contribute to the formation of AABW. The OOP of the 1970's was observed for three 
consecutive winters and was thus assumed to be a normal event at first. But since then it hasn’t 
been observed with the same scale. This sudden cessation of OOPs in the Southern Ocean has been 
attributed to anthropogenic climate change (de Lavergne et al., 2014). These convective events 
play a fundamental role in the global ocean circulation and the impacts of their cessation are not 
fully understood. This dissertation has evaluated the preconditioning and formation mechanisms 
of these convective events and their potential impacts on the abyssal ocean using a high-resolution 
simulation (E3SMv0-HR) in which persistent winter OOPs were simulated in the Weddell Sea 
(WSP) and over the Maud Rise seamount (MRP).  
In Chapter 3, I analyzed the processes responsible for the preconditioning and formation 
of MRPs in the E3SMv0-HR simulation, where, in that part of the study, I focused on the impact 
of a Taylor cap that formed as a result of high-resolution representation of bathymetry of Maud 
Rise, which was decisive for preconditioning the region for deep convection. The general model 
hydrographic conditions over the Maud Rise-Astrid Ridge region are comparable to observations. 
E3SMv0-HR simulates the anticyclonic flow north of Maud Rise, the doming of the isopycnals 
over the seamount, the halo of low sea ice concentration and a baroclinic cyclonic circulation over 







advected into the region. These processes are illustrated in a schematic in Fig. 38 (a,b). These 
anomalies are seen prior to every MRP-I event throughout the E3SMv0-HR simulation. The upper 
ocean salinity is enhanced as a result of entrainment of WDW at the eastern limb of the eastern 
Weddell Gyre upon experiencing strongly negative wind stress curl. The heat released from the 
WDW during deep convection keeps the surface ice free and plays a key role in long lasting MRPs. 
The accurate representation of the bathymetry over the Maud Rise- Astrid Ridge complex plays a 
key role in its ability to develop a Taylor cap which is dependent on the ratio of the seamount 
height to its width which in turn is dependent on the horizontal resolution of the model. The WSPs 
in the simulation are comparable to the WSPs in the late 1970s in size and begin over Maud Rise 
before spreading into the Weddell Sea.  
In Chapter 4, I studied the formation mechanism of Weddell Sea Polynyas in E3SMv0-HR 
(Fig. 38 c,d).  The simulated WSPs grow realistically out of MRPs, similarly to the observed WSP 
events of 1974-1976. The formation of MRPs requires high model resolution to simulate the 
detailed flow around Maud Rise seamount, while a realistic formation process of WSPs requires 
the ability of a model to produce MRPs. Deep convection over Maud Rise being triggered by the 
advection of near-surface waters with anomalously high salinity is confirmed by the balance of 
terms in the advection-diffusion equation over a short winter period using daily output data of the 
simulation. Furthermore, WSP formation is shown to not occur without a prolonged build-up of a 
heat reservoir at depth. The prerequisite for such is a strong stratification and a thick cold and fresh 
surface layer, which usually prevails when the core of the southern hemisphere westerlies is at an 
anomalously northern position. If in a subsequent period the westerlies shift southward, the 
negative wind stress curl over the Weddell gyre strengthens, and leads to a spin up of foremost the 







of WDW into the Weddell Gyre as indicated by the large increase in WDW temperature and 
salinity upstream of the Maud Rise- Astrid Ridge complex. Thus, the spin up of the Weddell Gyre 
appears to be a necessary condition for WSP formation in E3SMv0-HR. The ultimate trigger is the 
formation of pronounced MRPs, which bring warm and salty WDW to the surface. If the associated 
surface salinity anomalies are high enough, their westward propagation with the background flow 
of the Weddell gyre eventually triggers the formation of a WSP. These WSP formation 
mechanisms are illustrated in a schematic in Fig. 38 (c,d). 
In Chapter 5, I discussed the spreading of AABW anomalies due to WSPs and its possible 
impact on the AMOC strength. The northward propagation of cold and fresh AABW anomalies 
after major WSP events are clearly discernible in the simulation. They reach subtropical latitudes 
within about 10 years, suggesting that the propagation mechanism is internal boundary waves 
rather than advection. These waves propagate on timescales much shorter than advective 
timescales. The effect of the Southern Ocean open ocean convection on the abyssal ocean is not 
fully understood primarily because these events have not been observed since the late 1970s and 
thus can only be studied in ocean models in which the response tends to vary. In E3SMv0-HR, the 
cooling and freshening signal in the abyssal ocean tends to 1) propagate as a fast deep western 
boundary current into the Atlantic Basin and 2) leak into the Pacific and Indian Basin. Martin et 
al., 2015 using a low-resolution climate model, showed that such anomalies have a direct impact 
on the AMOC strength on centennial timescale. In E3SMv0-HR, we find that WSPs impact 
AABW anomalies but these do not seem to affect the AMOC strength. We also acknowledge that 









6.2 Implications and Outlook 
 In this dissertation, I have studied open ocean convection in the Weddell Sea using a state-
of-the-art high-resolution climate simulation, an enormous multi-institutional effort which allowed 
me to study the effects of several small scale processes in preconditioning the Weddell Sea to 
produce realistic MRPs, WSPs and study the how it affects both the atmosphere and the abyssal 
ocean. The effect of WSPs on the local atmospheric circulation (Weijer et al. 2017) and the abyssal 
ocean have recently been investigated in eddy resolving climate models (Dufour et al. 2017).  
Previously, their impacts were also studied in eddy permitting and low-resolution models (Stössel 
and Kim 2001; Martin, Park, and Latif 2015; Swingedouw et al. 2009; Patara and Böning 2014; 
Zanowski and Hallberg 2017). Observational studies have also documented the effect of WSPs on 
the abyssal ocean and also shown the effect of their dramatic reduction since the late 1970s (van 
Sebille et al. 2013; Ferreira and Kerr 2017; Purkey and Johnson 2010; Johnson and Purkey 2012; 
Purkey and Johnson 2013). 
Observational studies suggest that AABW volume is warming and shrinking (Hogg and 
Zenk 1997; Johnson, McTaggart, and Wanninkhof 2014). There are some questions that are not 
yet answered: 1) When its volume shrinks along the DWB, is it being replaced by NADW, which 
itself is warmer? 2) Is there a reduction in the volume of AABW in the Weddell Sea, or is it a 
result of the interface between NADW and well-known colder type of AABW moving deeper. 
Meredith et al., 2011 use observations from the Weddell Sea to suggest that the observed warming 
and reduction of the well-known colder type of AABW volume does not necessarily mean that the 
contribution of AABW volume in the Weddell Sea to the global oceans has reduced.  
In this dissertation, I also explore the role of strengthening Southern Hemisphere westerlies 







E3SMv0-HR, intensification of the westerlies in the Weddell Sea are an important precursor to 
WSPs. This was also a well-accepted explanation for the onset of WSPs in the late 1970s (Hirabara 
et al. 2012; Cheon et al. 2015). Present day conditions suggest that the surface freshening  and 
warming of the Southern Ocean has prevented the occurrence of WSP despite strengthening 
Southern Hemisphere westerlies (Gordon 2014; de Lavergne et al. 2014). This dissertation reveals 
a possible consequence of anthropogenic effects on open ocean convection in the Southern Ocean. 
The pre-industrial E3SMv0-HR simulation also features a reasonable representation of near-
boundary convection along the continental margins in the Weddell Sea. Improved representation 
of open ocean convection in E3SMv0-HR are also a result of higher model resolution and are in 
line with the conclusions of Stössel et al., 2015.  
  The resolution of the model is considered an important factor to consider while trying to 
study the impact of changing Southern Hemisphere westerlies on AMOC via surface Ekman 
transport (Gent 2015). This is not the same as estimating the impact of anomalies in the formation 
of AABW on AMOC in E3SMv0-HR even though the WSPs are all preceded by intensifying 
Westerlies. Gent, 2015 primarily addresses the “Drake Passage effect” which is the idea that 
NADW outflow is modulated by the winds across the Drake Passage. Toggweiler and Samuels, 
1995 using a low-resolution model showed that intensifying winds in the latitude band of the Drake 
Passage leads to an increase in the northward Ekman transport thus increasing the NADW outflow. 
However this effect is consistently absent in eddy resolving models (Gent 2015). I draw parallels 
between the “Drake Passage effect on AMOC” and the “impact of AABW anomalies on AMOC 
on decadal timescales” due to the change in conclusions caused by an increase in model resolution. 
AMOC estimated at 26.5°N in the E3SMv0-HR simulation does not show a readily discernible 







the strength of AMOC on centennial timescales. High-resolution climate modeling presents us 
with an opportunity to revisit old conclusions in a new light and to estimate the importance of 
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